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Utility rates may go up for gas consumers
By STACEY CROOK
Stan Writer
Consumers can look for a possible rate increase for natural gas
Later this year.
Utility rate increases are a big
concern for the city's finance
committee, which met last night
to discuss budgets for the public
works and utilities departments.
City finance officer Don Leet
said the 1994-95 gas system
budget, which estimates $I million in gas sales, is designed with
the anticipation of a rate increase
this year.
He said consumers may see a 5

k

to 6 percent jump in their bills.
"We're at the mercy of what
the market price is for gas from
month to month," he said, adding
that gas bills always reflect the
fluctuating market.
However, increases are based
on internal costs such as general
operating expenditures.
Lett said a rate increase has
not been imposed since 1981.
New customers have helped
offset costs in the past, he said.
The city's gas system provides
service to some areas outside city
limits.
"We've experienced good
growth since the mid-80S," he

Si We're at the mercy of what the market price is for
gas from month to month.
...Don Leet
said.
But last year's profits came
primarily from interest income.
Lect said he does not' want to
base the system's profits on interest income alone.
Other city services including
water, sewer and sanitation are

expected to remain the same
without a rate increase, Lect said.
"There could be a Chance for
an increase (for water and sewer)
in the next 24 months," he told
the committee.
New customers, which are generally being added outside city

Lect estimates that 9.25 million
limits, have contributed a 3 to 4
gallons will be sold in the next
percent growth in the water and
year.
sewer division.
Capital projects in boC. the
Those customers pay an extra
water/sewer and gas systems are
surcharge on their bills compared
to those who live inside the city, not added into the budget, Leet
said.
according to city administrator
The city is currently in the proTommy Marshall.
cess of moving utilities along
Revenues for water and sewer
Chestnut Street in preparation for
sales, customer penalties and tapon fees are estimated at more a state-funded widening of the
than 53 million for the next fiscal road from 12th to Fourth streets.
Closing the landfill, however,
year, according to the proposed
is still costing the city money. In
budget.
fact, Lect said final closure is
Marshall said the water plant is
operating 24 hours a day now. expected to be completed this
The city sold 9.23 million gallons
of water in fiscal year 1992-93. • See Page 2

Most budget
requests axed
By STACEY CROOK
Staff Writer
Ask,_ but you may not receive.
- General fund department heads
requested more personnel, salaries and equipment to the tune of
5342,000. However, there was
only $150,000 in the pot.
During last night's finance
committee meeting, finance officer Don Lett detailed who gets
•
what.
The police depanmept will get
a new officer. Police Chief Larry
Elkins asked for three and a parttime clerk.
He also asked for another patrol car. That request was rejected.
• Fire Chief Pat Scott asked for a
training officer and a new chief's
car. Both requests were denied.
The street department had its
sights set on a $45,000 backhoe
to replace an ailing 1978 model,
according to city engineer Butch
Scargent.

No money was appropriated
for a new backhoe.
Some areas of the general fund
budget received a financiai shot
in the arm. Each employee win-—
get a 3 percent cost of living
allowance and is eligible for a 1
percent merit raise.
City administrator Tommy
Marshall said the merit raise -is
allocated to employees at the
department head's discretion.
One percent of the total salary
budget will be appropriated to
each department head.
"Supposedly, I percent of the
total payroll goes to the department heads for merit — those
who deserve a meritorious
increase," he said.
The amount of money spent on
legal services was increased from
57,500 to $12,500. City Clerk Jo
Crass said the city, is actively

Committee.
recommends
annexation
By STACEY CROOK
Staff Writer

STACEY CROOK/Ledger S Times photo
Mayor NI Cherry shows members of the city council's long-range planning committee how the city can
legally annex property west of the city. Two property owners have requested the annexation.
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Kevorkian calls
for guidelines

Rose, Barnhill are
outstanding seniors
Jonathan D. Rose of Murray and Shannon L. Barnhill of Gurley,
Ala., have been named Outstanding Senior Man and Woman at
Murray State University.
Announced at Tuesday's Senior Breakfast, the two graduating
seniors will deliver addresses at Murray State's annual spring commencement Saturday, May 14.
Rose, son of Dr. and Mrs. Jack Rose of Murray, is a math and
science major. He expects, to graduate with a 4.0 grade point
average.
A Presidential Scholar for four years at MSU, Rose, has mixed
international studies into his college career. In 1992, he studied in
Morelia, Mexico, and this summer will study in Mexico-and Spain.
He has been involved in Gamma Beta Phi, Phi Mu Epsilon
mathematics honorary and the Murray State Honors program. He
has served as president of the Richmond Hall Council and president
of the MSU Young Democrats. -He has also been a member of the
Student Alumni Association, University Christian Student Center
and Omicron Delta Kappa. leadership fraternity.
Barnhill, a political science and journalism double major, is the
JONATHAN D. ROSE & SHANNON L. BARNHILL

II See Page 2

Clinton says all options open on Haiti
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Keeping alive the threat of U.S.
military action in Haiti, President
Clinton said today, "I'm not ruling out any option." He said
Haiti's military rulers should get
the message: "It's time for them
to go.''
Clinton said the first step is to
tighten economic sanctions on
Haiti:to bring pressure on the for-

Financial strategy defeated
"orderly planning" in the decision to annex 62 acres of land
vest of Murray.
The city council's long-range
planning committee met briefly
• last night to discuss the planning commission's decision not
-to annex property on Ky. 94,
vest of 18th Street.
City planner Don Elias said
the planning commission was
"uncomfortable" with the
request.
Property owners Joe Hal
Spann and glindel Reeves, who
are currently developing subdivisions, requested their land be
annexed into the city.

administration is considering
sending armed military trainers to
Haiti. But for .weeks, officials
have refused to rule out military
action, trying to keep up pressure
on the outlaw regime. And congressional support for military
actioo.:is increasing.
It remains unclear whether
signs of increased administration
attention to the military option

ces that ousted democratically
elected President Jean-Bertrand
Aristide.
"The military leaders of Haiti
have abused their authority,"
Clinton said, pausing briefly to
talk with reporters as he left the
White House for a foreign policy
speech in Atlanta.
Officials refused to confirm a
Washington Post report that the

NOTICE

SPORTS

•Auditions will be May 5 from 6 30 to
830 pm at Murray Middle School Auditorium for a Showcase of Student
Talent to be presented May 14 All singers, dancers, musicians and performers
in Primary School through Grade 12 in
Murray City Schools are invited to audition Questions about the event should
be directed to Cyndie Friedrich,
753-5125, during school hours

mark a turning point, or whether
they.are merely intended to scare
Haiti's generals ?nto surrendering
power.
In any case, the focus this
week is on the United Nations,
where the administration is pushing for tightened international
sanctions against Haiti.
See Page 2

EVENTS

By JULIA PROEMS
Associated Press Writer
DETROIT (AP) — Minutes
after being cleared of assisting in
a suicide, Dr. Jack Kevorkian
called on other physicians to join
his cause.
He said 15 doctors are ready to
come forward and -draft strict
guidelines for doctors who want
to help their terminally ill
patients end their suffering.
"I guarantee you, while I'm
alive this will not be abused in
Michigan," the 65-year-old
retired pathologist told reporters
after the verdict. "If it is abused,
I will be responsible and take full
blame."
Kcvorkian was acquitted Monday of helping Thomas Hyde, 30,
kill himself. Hyde, who suffered
from the degenerative nerve disorder known as Lou Gehries disease, could barely walk, talk or
Iced himself. Kcvorkian hooked
him up to a canister of carbon
monoxide in the back of Kevorkian's van and placed a clear
plastic mask over his nose and
mouth.
"I think this will open the
floodgates for Jack -Kcvorkian. It
was up to the jury to stop him.
They had their chance, but they
didn't do it," said Lynn Mills of
Operation Rescue, which opposes

Page 6

• Freedom Fest "94 will sponsor a
spring version of "West Kentucky's Biggest City-Wide Yard Sale" on Saturday
trOrn 7 am to 3 pm More than 80
areas in town will be sale sites including
Murray-Calloway County Park
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• Shaquille O'Neal and his Oriando
Magic teammates were eliminated from
the NBA playoffs by the Indiana Pacers
Monday night, while Denver stayed alive
in its series with Seattle

assisted suicide.
Kevorkian refused to say if he
will assist any more suicides, but,
he said people continue to plead
for his help.
In the past, Kcvorkian has said
he supports the eventual development of centers where terminally
ill people could commit suicide
and donate their organs if they
chose.
In the Hyde suicide, it had
looked like an open-and-Shut case
against Kevorkian. He confessed
on videotape and practically
begged to be arrested.
But the jury slid Kcvorkian
thkugh a legal loophole, concluding that his main intent was
to relieve Hyde's suffering, not
cause his death — and that the
liws allowed that.
PrOsecutors had argued that
that part of the law was meant to
apply to doctors prescribing
experimental drugs for the terminally ill.
- Yale Kamisar, a professor of
constitutional liw at the University of Michigan who opposes
Kcvorkian's cause, said the jury
iwas off base.
"This was the most incredible
semantic jungle I've ever seen,"
Kamisar said. "The jury was
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III Haiti...
FROM PAGE 1
Clinton said Haiti's military
leaden are killing innocent civilians who are not involved in
political life. He said the United
States and the licit of the" world
are outraged.
"And we've tried other initiatives and they have not worked,"
the president acknowledged.
We have done our best to work
through this and the things we
have done .have not worked, so
we are now doing this sanctions
regime as recommended by President Aristide and others.
"But we're not ruling out
anything."

High Quality.
Diversification.
Lon, Term.
HAVE YOU
FOLLOWED
THE BASIC .
•
RULES
OF INVESTING!
Now more than ever, it's
important to take a close
look at your investments.
At Edward D.,Jones &
Co., we're happy to provide free, no obligation
portfolio reviews, even if
you.'re.not a current customer.

11 Kevorkian...actually
FROM PAGE 1

obviously confused about intent
vs. motive. What you want to do
doesn't matter as long at you
know what's going to happen."
Jurors also said not all of them
believed Hyde died in Wayne
County, where Detroit is situated.
That was a victory for the
defense argument that the Wayne
County court had no jurisdiction.
Kevorkian initially led authorities to believe Hyde's suicide
took place in a Detroit park. But
at the trial he testified that Hyde

Just c.411 to arrange an
appointment.
Eric Pembina
520 Main St.
(14•tiasal Hoban

7534401

ra Edward
D.Jones & Co.*

Invoking Al Gore's 1992 campaign slogan about the Bush.
administration, Clinton said the
same message now applies to
Haiti's military rules. "It's time
for them to. go."
Anthony Lake, Clinton's
national security adviser, said the
new sanctions would be much
stronger and would be targeted
specifically at Haiti's military
leaders.
"We believe they will have a
significant impact on them," said
Lake, who accompanied Clinton.
"We are very serious about
it," Lake said. "These are'going
to be very, very serious

died behind his apartment building in a different
county.
Jurors' sympathy for Hyde's
suffering also played a role.
"I don't think it's our obligation to choose for someone else
how much pain and suffering
they should endure," said juror
Gail Donaldson, a nurse whose
sister and father died alter long

illnesses.
Kevorkian, who has been present at the deaths of 20 people
since 1990, had faced up to four
years in prison and a S2,000 fine

sanctions."
Meanwhile, fornia President
Bush said it's time for "a significant shift in U.S. policy towards
Haiti," including abandoning
support for the return of Aristide.
Bush, quoted in today's editions of the Houston Chronicle,
said it would be "a tremendous
mistake" for the Clinton administration to use military action to
restore democracy in Haiti.
"I certainly could not support
the use of U.S. troops under
existing conditions in Haiti," he
said. "No U.S. lives are at risk in
Haiti today."

if convicted.
The verdict raises questions
about the future of Michigan's
assisted -suicide ban, which
expires Nov. 25.
The state Court of Appeals is
considering three judges' rulings
that call the law unconstitutional,
and a commission set up'to make
recommendations to the Legislature on the next step failed to
reach a consensus last week.
Kcvorkian's trial was the first
time an assisted-suicide charge
went all the way to a jury.
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However, Elias said another 'piece of property keeps the deve-
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FROM PAGE 1
month at a cost of nearly
S900,000.
State and federal regulations
require that 26 acres be graded.
covered with a.-clay--or synthetic
liner, overlaid .with IS inches of
vegetative soil and seeded.
Refuse pickup charges are not
expected to increase this year.
The city raised rates July 1,1993.
At that time, some council members expressed an interest in conducting a- feasibility study to
determine if the city can afford to
go to curbside pickup.
Sanitation director Charles
Chilcutt presented the finance
commitee with a basic cost guide.
If the city were to change from
backyard pickup to curbside, an
initial cost of approximately
S326,500 would 'be incurred,
according to the study.
The city would realize S44,000
in savings yearly.
Chilcutt said the sanitation
department currently serves 4,7(X)
residential homes, which is
divided into two routes.
He said four employees ‘cover
each route, which consists of one
trash-truck driver, two people to
dump the garbage and one person
who drives the small Cushman
truck around neighborhoods.
Other personnel are used to
.operate, a hoist krucka.nd two

•

garbage tracks pn
daily routes.
In order to switch to curbside
service,. the city could ehminme
the Cushman trucks and one
salary.
However. 4,700 curbside containers and. lift equipment for the
garbage trucks would have to be
purchased.
City planner Don Elias suggested the city consider using a
model area for curbside pickup.
"If annexation brings an added
route, we could look at a demonstration area," he said.
.Leet said it is hard for him to
see how the city could save
poney by going to curbside
service.
Also included in the budget are
salary increases for all
employees.
Lect said the preliminary
budgets for each department
reflect a 3 percent cost of living
allowance and a I percent merit
raise.
Marshall said the merit raise is
allocated - at the department
head's Illiscretion. One percent of
the total salary budget will be
appropriated to each department
head. He said the additional 1
percent increase is not guaranteed
for any employee.
The finance committee will
meet prior to the May 12 council.
meeting to review the proposed
budgets.

•Axed...

lopments from being adjacent to

city limits, a state requirement.
The landowners worked out a
deal with H. Glenn Doran, who
owns the property between
Spann's land and city limits. In
order to connect the Spann property with city limits, Doran has
agreed to annex a 50-foot strip of
his property so that the two parcels will be connected, Elias said.
The strip is on the north side of
the Doran property. The rest of
his land, which is also contiguous
with city limits on the east side,
will remain in- the county.
' "The planning commission did
not feel it was proper to skip a
piece of property," he said/
Annexing the Spann properTy
would create an island of county
property inside city limits.
However, Elias added that the
planning commission looks at
annexation from a different perspective than city government.
He said planners attempt to
keep growth orderly and basically
"squared off."
The city, on the other hand,
has the opportunity to take in 62
acres of residential property
which has the capacity for 110
lots, Elias said.
"The planning commission fully understands the council has
other considerations," Elias said.
Mayor Bill Cherry mentioned
the annexation of railroad tracks
to get to the industrial park north
of Murray.
"Where would we be today if it
were not for that?" he said. "Now
with the four-lane highway, we're
out there with city limits."

The proposed annexation could
generate more than S36,000 in
new taxes for the city, Cherry
said.
Elias said the city will still
have to install street lights and
take care of roads once they are
constructed. Police and fire protection would also be extended to
those subdivisions.
Dr. Joe Rexroat, co-chairman
on the committee, asked the mayor if he wanted an official motion
from the committee to annex the
property.
Cherry said it was the committee's decision.
Council members Rem-oat, Don
Henry, Ruby .Hale and Charles
Homra voted to recommend the
,city council honor the annexation
request.,
Howard Kocnen, who opposed
the recommendation, said overriding the 'planning commission is
not fair.
"If we're going to assume the
role of the planning commission,
then we need to get rid of it.," he
said. "It is not fair to sit on the
planning commission and make
recommendations and have the
council overturn them."
Elias said there is no conflict
between the council and the planning commission. He said the
members- recognize that financial
planning is up to city government, not an appointed board.
The city can annex property
only at the owner's request until
later this year. In 1989, the city
attempted to annex propel-iv, and
failed. By law, it cannot actively
pursue annexation for five years.

*MOTHER'S DAY SPECIAL*

The Number
One way to
call MAI

FROM PAGE 1
involved in two lawsuits.
Funding for cemetery operations was doubled -from 510,(XX)
to S20,000.
The city upped the ante on
park funding.
The Calloway County Fiscal
Court- is expected to increase its
funding from S45,500 to 555,000.
The city also appropriated
555.000, which is the same as-the
current budget.
However, both governments
increased their contributions_cluring this fiscal year by S5,000
when the park hit financial problems making actual contributions
$55,500 (county) and S60,000
(city);
This year, the park board is
asking for S60,0(X) from each
group. Councilman Tommy Sanders, who serves as the city's representative on the park board,

said the council and fiscal court
are being asked to increase
funding.
"We're only S8,000 away from
making budget," he said.
After some discussion of
whether the city should pay more
than the county and whether noncity dwellers utilize the park's .
facilities, the finance committee
agreed to increase contributions
to S57,500. The extra $2,500 came from
the community theater, which
was financed last year, but not in
the next budget.
Overall the general fund's
expenditures were increased from
a budgeted $3.54 million in
1991-94 to $3.65 'million in
1994-95 (3.1 percent).
The budget will be presented
for a final reading during the
May 26 council meeting.

III Seniors...
FROM PAGE 1
daughter of Lt. Col. and Mrs. Anthony Barnhill of Gurley, Ala. She
will graduate with a 3.6 grade point average and enter the Cumberland School of Law at Samford University in the fall.
While at MS1J, she has saved as president, vice president and
Greek Week chairman of the Panhellenic Council; president and
vice president Of Pi Sigma Alpha; Student Government Association
University Affairs chairman: and vice president and secretary of the
Student Lay.' Association. She has also been involved with Order of
Omega, Omicron Delta Kappa, Kappa Tau Alpha, Gamma Beta
Phi, All Greek Council and Alpha Gamma Delta social sorority.
In addition, she served an internship at the White House and with
Vice President Al Gore's press office in 1993. She had previously
been selected to serve an internship with GorCs senate office in
1991. A Harry Lee Waterfield Governmental Studies Scholarship
recipient, she was named Greek Woman of the Year in 1994.
Both studenis arc listed in Who's Who Among Students in
American Unikisities and Colleges.
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Coastal villages blown away by cyclone
Wmds up to 130 miles per
COX'S BAZAR, Bangladesh
hour raked the low-lying coastAP) — Entire villages were
line for five hours before
blown away by a cyclone that
weakening and moving inland
raked the disaster-prone coast of
into Burma and northeast India.
Bangladesh, leaving tens of thouAbout 7 million people live
sands of survivors stranded out.
along the 250-mile coast and its
side in heavy rains today.
50 islands.
At leas+ 35 people died in
The storm washed away
Monday's storm, a figure that
bridges and flooded: large secwas expected to nse as relief
tions of the only highway conworkers reach the hardest hit
necting the seaside town of Cox's
areas. But officials said the toll
Bazar with the capital. Dhaka. in
will be far less than the 130,000
the north.
who died in 1991 when a cyclone
Villages on both sides of the
hit the same area.
highway were destroyed. Tin
"We have been lucky this
sheets that once served as roofs
time," said Emdad Hossein, head
of the Red Crescent's Disaster of huts floated across the road.
" "It's' Allah's punishment, but
Preparedness Center.

for what?" asked one man as he
stood nesr his flattened hut in
Ramii. one of the many poor,
overcrowded villages in this pre;
dominantly Muslim nation.
Reporters saw 15 bodies lying
under a huge, fallen tree in one of
the refugee camps near the border
city of Teknaf. The government's
Relief Control Room in Dhaka
said 20 other _people died elsewhere in refugee camps for Burmese in Teknaf.
Some 200.000 Burmese fleeing
military persecution in their
homeland have lived in the city
of 300.000 for three. years. Many
of the refugees' Aakeshift homes

NEW YORK (AP) — Giovanni remained hospitalized in critical
and Cathy Vaccarello worked condition today with head, back.
hard, sent their children to paroc- and leg injuries. Only John, 12.
hial school and taught them to escaped harm.
Abraham Meyers. 55:ta hospistudy and to respect their elders.
They were rewarded with two ,Lai janitor, was jailed without bail
daughters and a son who were. on murder and drunken driving
their neighbors agreed, as smart charges. He could get life in
prison.
and as nice as any kids you'd
"Some people are not going to
care to meet. Maria, the oldest,
hoped to become a doctor. Con- be "deterred •by anything," a
.cetta was looking forward-to- spokesman for the Department of
starting college in the fall. John, Motor Vehicles, George Filicau.
an eight -grader,- was an altar told The New York Times. "People who are not deterred by
boy and' an •excellent student.
penalties of law — I guess that's
The Vaccarellos' American
dream was destroyed Sunday the definition of a criminal."
"Why wasn't he in jail? Now
night when an alleged drunken
put him in jail. Why wasn't
you
driver whose license had been
he there before?'.' a sister-in-law
suspended at least 22 times —
and who hasn't had a valid of Vaccarello's, Joann Vaccarcllicense in 27 years — ran down lo, demanded in today's New
members of the family as they .York Newsday.
left an anniversary party.
"Good Mother, good children,
Mrs. Vaccarel1o,.47, and Mari- good -father, good neighbors.
a, 18, died on the street. C-oncet- 1109d people.- Mary -Bologna-.
ta, 17, died soon after at a hospi- said. "What kind Of animal was
tal. Her 5I-year-old father driving, that car?"

Murray
Ledger & Times

The car went up a center dividThe family attended Our Lady
er and glanced off a light post
of Guadalupe church in the
before coming to a stop.
neighborhood, and the children
Police had to hold back relawent to elementary school there.
tives trying to get at Meyers as
Maria had gone .on to Brooklyn
Ire sat in his crumpled car. "They
College, and Concetta was a
wanted to kill him," one officer
senior at a Roman Catholic high
the Daily News.
told
school, where the New York Post
Later., Meyers told investigaand Newsday said she headed the
tors he had had a few beers while
Students Against Driving Drunk
watching the New York Knicks'
chapter. Maria worked pan-time
at a-pharmacy-and--Conce.ua-at-a--- _p_layofgame on television. His
blood-alcohol level was 0.23 perbakery.
cent, More than twice the legal
On Sunday night. the Vaccarellimit, police said.
los had joined relatives in the
fie hasn't had a valid license
Howard Beach section of Queens . since 1%7. Since- then, his
to celebrate his brother and
license has been suspended over
sister-in-law's. 25th wedding
and over.
anniversary. The party broke up
Meyers was arrested on drunkshortly'before midnight.
en driving charges in 1964, 1971
As the family left the catering
and 1978 and convicted at least
hall and walked across the street, once. Between 1984 and 1992,
Meyers' Lincoln Continental,
Newsday reported, he was ticktraveling with its headlights off at
eted at least 13 times for driving
-an estimated .70 mph in a 40 mph
without a license and was cited
.one, rah -a-red light an&plowed for a variety of other violations
into' the four cider Vaccarellos, — at least five- times for running
police said.
a red light.

Street parties end:

Leaders to discuss new government
JOHANNESBURG, South
Africa (AP) — A "joyous night"
of celebrating Nelson Mandela's
election victory subsided with the
dawn today,lind the nation's new
leader started shaping South Africa's first post-apartheid
government.
With votes still being counted,
Mandela met with outgoing President F.-W. de Klerk on the composition of the Cabinet that will
be dominated by their parties.
Mandela, head of the African
National- Congress, is sure to be
chosen the country's first black
president- when the new parliament meets Friday. He will be
sworn in May 10. _
-The dancing, chanting crowds
_that jammed streets in major
cities and black ,townships were
gone today as commuters made
their way to work. Initial reports
indicated little of the violence or
vandalism that had been feared
when blacks finally could celebrate the end of apartheid.

De Klerk conceded Monday
the streets, dancing, singing,
that the ANC was headed toward
whistling and waving 'the black,
a clear majority in. the nation's
green ad gold flag of the ANC.
first 'all-race election.
"We are happy!". yelled a
Mandela then set off a euphorbeaming, gap-toothed woman in
ic victory party at ANC election , the streets of Soweto, the huge
headquarters with a speech that
black township 4ust outside
mixed praise. for , his party and
Johannesburg. The crowd
political rivals, including tde
chanted, "Mandela, Mandela,"
Klerk, with a call to.,face the
and "ANC, ANC."
severe social challenges in South
In his concession statement,
Africa.
delivered at the Pretoria head"Free at last!" the 75-year-old
quarters of Ills National Party, de
klandela said as he. realized his
Klerk praised Mandela, a politilifelong dream Of creating a non- cal *prisoner of 27 years, as "a
racial democracy in South Africa. man of destiny'
, and pledged to
'
"This is indeed a joyous night
work with him in the new govfor the human spirit. This.is your ernment of national unity. victory too," Mandela told hunMandela in turn Congratulated
dreds of supporters and a nation- de Klerk "for the many days,
wide television audience Monday weeks and months and the four
years that we have worked
night.
Mandela joined in the jubila- together, -quarreled, addressed
tion.:_— dancing across a -hotel sensitive problems, arid at the end'
stage with Coretta Scott King, of our heated exchanges were
widow of slain civil rights leader able to shake hands and to drink
- 'coffee."
Martin Luther King Jr.
Thousands of blacks thronged
The two men shared the 1993
Nobel Peace Prize for charting an
extraordinary transition in which
an oppressive white minority surrendered its- privileges to the
black majority. Both sides promised to forgive the past and build
one nation.
that Cabranes is a good bet,
because his nomination would be
welcome in the' vote-rich Hispanic community. 'Arnold, an old
Clinton friend with a solid reputation in judicial circles, has been
the subject of a campaign to
Pick 3
counter talk that an Arkansan
7-2-8
cannot be picked. Kearse ffas
Pick - 4
been on Clinton's list before, and
94-4-9
would be attractive to female and
Casir 5
black constituents.
I-12-13-45-19
Aides suggest that Clinton
could be pondering a fourth candidate, and emphasize that the
president likes to add and subtract names until the last minute.
S onsorod b
Sh•II
Any list is subject to change.

Supreme Court candidates
list shrinks to three or four
WASHINGTONIAP) — President Clinton narrowed the list of
potential Supreme Court candidates again Monday, and could
make his selection this week.
Clinton, who'qnet in the Oval
Office with a small search team
for about 50 minutes late Monday
afternoon, is considering three or
four prospects, down from a list
of about six, aides said.
Therlist is thought to include
Judges Jose Cabranes of Connecticut,'Itichard Arnold of Little
Rock and Amalya kearse of New
York.
Aides involved in the search
refuse to handicap the threesome,
saying only Clinton knows for
sure who — if anybody — ii the
front-runner, - and he usually
doesn't think in those terms
anyway.
Observers inside and outside
the White House have speculated
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itk..ss as the deafening wind and
were reported destroyed.
blinding rain battered the corner
On Maheskhali, an island of
of Bangladesh repeatedly sub100,000 people, 150 people were
injured as their homes collapsed, jected to the sea's fury.
officials said.
Hundreds of thousands•of people escaped to 900 concrete storm
The extent of casualties will be
a test of the government's efforts shelters that were built since the
last cyclone.
to improve its early warning system and evacuation -procedures.
since the 1991 disaster. Previously, the squatters and subsistence
farmers who 'bccupy sandy
islands and the shifting coastline
1001 Whitnell Dr
were reluctant to abandon their
Murray KY 42071
property.
Through most of Monday
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Mother's Day memento moll

Managing Ethtur

My mother's button box was a
simple
round tin, an old candy
MAIN SrREET
General Manager
box where buttons were stashed
for safekeeping from the beginWhere there is no vision. the people perish.'
ning of my parents' marriage. By
PUBLISHED BY MURRAY NEWSPAPERS. INC.
the time I came along, it was
chipped and dented, but the picture on the top was still the most
Ledger & runes colwrtnit
elegant tableau imaginable.
Framed in wedgewood blue,
twisting .vine laves with your
there was a street scene of swank
fingers. And I remember sifting
turn-of-the-century ladies and
through the smooth buttons as if
gentlemen. They appeared to be
they were a universe of manyon an old-fashioned walk, strollDear Editor:
sized moons.
ing casually beneath a pale yelAs the' Administration and others in Washington franticly search
There were buttons from all
low sky. There were shops that
for a cost-effective means of implementing our new health-care
our wardrobes: my sister's spring
sold bon bons and handmade
system, perhaps it would be prudent to examine ourselves as a
coat with the organdy collar; my
lace. An outdoor cafe served tea
source of cost savings for any plan which may eventually emerge.
brother's military school uniin cups that Marco Polo brought
By now we surely know that bad eating habits, along with tobacforms; those tiny, tiny buttons —
back from China. The men carco, alcohol and other drugs, are hazardous toTour health.
ried shiny walking sticks, and the . no bigger than a sigh — from our
Going a step farther, scientific studies and extensive research
"baby clothes. But most of all
• ladies ruffled parasols.
establish beyond question that animal products, mainly meat,
there were buttons that my
In my _house, sick children
loaded with cholesterol, unhealthy additives, preservatives, and in
were bivouacked on the living
mother had saved from her own
- 10--freflie sawn, contaminated with harmful bacteria, -COMfibele-40 the
room sofa with heaps-of blankets----past:- Buttons from dresses-she'd
ill health of many Americans. Direct medical cost savings from
and pillows. And the button box.
worn when she was still single,
_avoiding_ tobacco and meat alone are estimated at $58.3 billion to
-1- remember- the satin brocade-of- - - those---glarnorou&--sounding- years-$80.3 billion. Not included in these figures is another $6 billion in
Nhe ieldom discussed with any of
the cushions. You could trace the
medical costs to treat foodborne illnesses primarily due to animal
shapes of plump flowers and
u:; the years before she met my
products.
Hypertension and heart disease account for a whopping $53 billion of our nation's health-care bill. A meat-free diet is estimated to
cut these costs roughly in half.
According to the National Research Council, 30 percent of
cancer risk is attributable to tobacco while 30 to 60 percent is attributable to diet. Overall cancer rates for vegetarians are estimated at
50 to 75 percent of omnivores' rates.
Vegetarians' risk of diabetes is estimated at 50 to 75 percent that
of omnivores'.
Gallbladder disease is four times higher in nonvegetarians.
Health-care costs for obesity-related diseases were estimated in
1986 to be $56 billion. When omnivores kick the meat habit, on
average they lose 12 to 22 pounds — at least a step in the right
direction.
Perhaps W.K. Kellogg had it right so many 'years ago when his
sanitarium in Battle Creek, Mich., offered a vegetarian therapy for
any number of human miseries, and introduced to a receptive public what has blossomed into our present-day gigantic cereal
industry.
Due to increasing demand, there are more and more vegetarian
foods available in health food stores and some markets, but our
area offers only a limited selection. Morning Star Farms makes a
complete line of frozen meat substitutes,,but only a few of'their
outstanding products can be found on area grocery shelves. Fortunately, some stores here carry firm tofu, an excellent source of protein which, with the aid of a good tofu cookbook, can be made into•
a variety of delicious cholesterol-free meals. The Archer Daniels
Midland Company (ADM), Box 1470, Decatur, IL 62525, will send
its catalog of interesiing vegetarian foods uPon request.
If our goal is to reduce the health-care budget:it well as taxes,
:perhaps we should cat our veggies, not our animal friends. There is
peace of mind in not supporting the cruelties of factory farming
which keeps animals in tiny stalls or crates and denies them the
:mere pleasure of roaming free in a field before their final hour.
Statistical information for this writing is from "Good Medicine,"
- winter 1994 — published by the Physicians' Committee for
Responsible Medicine.
Beuy Duvall
207 North 16th Street, Murray
ALICE ROUSE

Constance Alexander

FROM OUR READERS

Best health care is healthful living

C-J's,`yokel'label ignores realities

ISO

:Dear Editor:
(RE: Murray "yokelocracy" editorial in Courier-Journal April 26.)
Murray' State University is ranked in the -top quartile of the best
.schools of its kind in the entire South. No other public college or
university in Kentucky is. Not one. Only one school in Tennessee
makes the top quartile. Murray State holds this notedstatus because
of its faculty: the faculty is the university.
A cause for controversy at MSU, so loved by press, is this faculty raises important issues among itself and with the university
regents. Such a straightforward exchange of views is considered a
strength in real universities, a process not practiced in yokeldoms
— a fact overlooked brthe Louisville paper. .
However unsuitable the process was that the regents employed in
their search for a president, if the C-.1 thinks Kern Alexander is a
yokel or those who chose .him are yokels, that paper says much
more about its own hayseed provincialism than that of the people in
Murray in general and of persons at this university in particular.
James Willis
Route 7, Box 69B, Murray

CCMS known as leader nationally
Dear Editor:
As a teacher at Calloway Middle School I would like to respond
to the article that appeared in the Murray Ledger & Times on April
21 concerning the Site Based Council meeting. Regardless of the
opinion of some people in. our community, there are many of us
who support the hard work and dedication of our principal, Marilyn
Willis.
Parents — your children are part of a progressive school 1,hat is
recognized as a leader in education here in Kentucky and across the
nation. We can attribute that success to teachers who care about
children, an administration that encourages excellence, and to you,
the parents.
Please take the time to visit our school and see what we are
,doing. We encourage parents to be involved not only when controversial issues arise, lpit in all aspects of our school.
Christi Walker
Route 3, Murray

J
. ust drop us a line ...
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express their
opinions on our "Perspective" page by writing letters to the editor. We
print letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the rottowing guidelines: all letters must be signed by the writer, with the
patter's address and telephone number included in case verification is
(telephone numbers will not be published). Letters must not
afts
oarll
e than 500 words. Letters should be typewritten and double;paced if possible. We reserve the right to condense or reject any letter
grid to limit frequent miters.
7 Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
& Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray. KY 42071.

r

father.
There was an orange button in
the shape of a sailboat, the color
of a flaming summer sunset. That
was from one of mother's sun
dresses. There were buttons from
the fur-collared coat she wore as
a young bride. There were lots of
those smart cloth-covered buttons
from assorted frocks and blouses.
The fabrics were lush and romantic — chiffon, challis, crepe de
chine.Those buttons were not at all
practical;- that's what I liked.
about them. Each had its own
story lo_tell if _you.could whivdle
it out of my mother. After some
coaxing from a child bright-eyed

with fever or hoarse with sore
throat, she might divulge some
details about a particular button
or Vie outfit it came from. She'd
mention a hat with red cherries
on the brim, or a special pair of
sling-back shoes from Saks 5th
Avenue that cost her two paychecks but were worth every penny. Sometimes she'd recall a particular event — a day at the
beach, a party in Greenwich Village where she, actually drank
bathtub gin. -Of course, it has been years
since I've heard the stones, and
I'm not sure of the specifics anymore, but I treasure the memories
more than any expensive family
heirloom. Besides a few fading
pictures, the button box is the
only memento I have that contains something of the person
who was my mother: the young
girl she once was, and the woman
-she became. It is the essence of
Any mother before she ___was_ a_
mother herself. It is her history.
Her bones.
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It's crazy, but not politically correct
I have to begin by saying that this
story is kind of crazy.
It concerns a man named Jack
Draper, who owns k waterbed and
bedroom furniture store in Evansville, Ind.
His store is called Crazy Larry's
Waterbeds, a name he picked 14
years ago because he had an eagerbeaver ad manager named Larry and
they thought it was catchy.
Recently, Detper received a stern
letter from Rich Allen, the community services director of the
Evansville State Hospital, a mental
institution.
Allen wrote: . "At a time of
'growing sensitivity to racist and
sexist language, no such caution
governs the use of the vocabulary
associated with mental illness.
"Words such as 'nuts,' maniac;
'psycho,'and 'crazy'are pffen sive to
those with a mental illness. Use of
such words tends to perpetuate the
stigma associated with the disease.
Negative attitudes and misunderstanding continue because of the
offhanded portrayals of the mentally ill in movies and in advertising.
"in a city that has been home for a
long-term facility for tht chronically mentally ill for over a hundred
years (Evansville State Hospital),
it's hard to imagine how the word
'crazy' would enhance the appeal of
a waterbed store.
"How should one interpret the
use of'crazy' in this case? Has Larry
'gone completely out of his mind'
and lowere4 h,is prices far lower
than anyone elk? Or is he really a
'maniacal psychopath' using the
waterbed store as a front to cover his
hideous Crimes? Of course not.
"Unfortunately, people who suffer from a mental dines: face undue
discrimination,arc made fun of,and
generally 'stigmatized' simply beCause they have a disease society

,whole thing got started?" Allen
asked. "There was an article in a
IZOYKO SAYS
newspaper about a new Italian restaurant. You know what it was
called? The Crazy Tomato. Can
you believe that'"
Yes, I can believe it. And if I
walked into that restaurant, I
wouldn't be at all concerned that a
Syndicated columnist
big, deranged tomato would splat
me in the face.
doesn't tolerate well or doesn't fully enthusiasm or excitement...in
That's the way I feel about crazy
understand. May I suggest some tensely involved or preoccupied
quilts, too. If! took a nap under one,
sensitivity for Americans %ho have ...foolish or impractical...."
I wouldn't expect it to smother me in
If a young man proposes mara mental illness?"
my sleep. Nor would I rush off to
When he read the letter, Draper riage or some other arrangement to a
have ...cay .elbow examined by a
says, "I couldn't believe it. -So I young woman, and says, "I am
psychiatrist if I jarred my crazy
called the head of the hospital and crazy about you," should she asadmitting
to
a
severe
bone.
sume
that
he
is
letter.
he. sraid J. ,approved the
But Allen feels otherwise. "So I
"He thinks the name of my place mental disorder and flee?
Dan
When
Steve
fired
off a letter to the owner of the
Martin
and
can offend his patients. I said I'd
Aykroyd played the wild and crazy
Crazy Tomato. Then I fired off the
apologize to anyone I offended.
guys on "Saturday Night Live," same letter to Crazy Larry's WaterAnd I asked if it would be better if
were we to believe that they should
beds.
'Psychologiwe called the place,
have been institutionalized?
"Why couldn't he call it Wild
cally Imbalanced Larry's WaterWaterbeds? He's doing a
If
I
Larry's
Glue?
Krazy
And what about
beds.' He didn't think that was
use it to. patch the frames of my disservice to the mentally ill."
funny.
The waterbed man believes
glasses, is there reason to fear that I
"But I'm not going to change the
' will bggin cackling madly and go otherwise. "If anyone is offended,
name of my store. This is the first
why hasn't anyone said anything in
berserk?
time I've heard from anyone comthese years? Actually, the place
all
the
wrote
Alien,
who
But
Mr.
in
And
they
should
look
plaining.
letter, believes most people don't had a different name at one time.
the dictionary. There is more than
take mental illness seriously After I changed it to Crazy Larry's,
one definition of 'Crazy."
He's right, of course. Besides enough, so he keeps a keen eye out business improved."
This seems to be another example
for what he considers misuse of the
"affected with madness; insane."
of political correctness meddling
word "crazy."
there is also "departing from prop"You want to know how this with commonly used and generally
ortion or moderation.. possessed by
accepted language.
If Allen had his way, when a
batter hit a garne-winning grandslam home run, it would not be
PRESIDENT BILL CLINTON
permissible for an announcer to say:
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue, Washington, D.C:' 20500
"The fans went crazy." Initead,
U.S. REP. TOM BARLOW
he'd have to say: "The fans were
1533 Longworth Office Building, Washington D.C. 20515
intensely involved and preoccupied
502-444-7216 (Paducah) Or 202-225-3115 (Washington)
and reacted with great enthusiasm
U.S. SEN. WENDELL FORD
and excitement."
173A Russell Senate Office Building, 'Washington D.C. 20510
But with political -correctness
.202-224-4343 (Washington)
now pert of the cultural ;trunk.'
U.S. SEN. MITCH McCONNELL
we're going to have one crazy
120 Russell Senate Office Building, Washington D.C. 20510
argument after another. It's enough
502-442-4554 (Paducah) 01' 202-224-2541 (Washington)
to drive you nuts.

Mike Royko

Attention Washington!
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Tibbs' retirement tea on Thursday
Murray State University Department of Accounting will host a
retirement reception in honor of Phil Tibbs on Thursday, May 5. The
event will be from 3 to 4:30 p.m. in the dance lounge on second floor
of CurriS Center. Tibbs is retiring after 34 years of service. The public
is invited to attend the reception.

Poultry Growers will meet
Kentucky Contract Poultry Growers Association will meet Thursday, May 5. at 7 p.m. at the PADD Building at Mayfield. A scheduled
guest will be speaking concerning Katolite power generators. The
Katolite Co. will also be furnishing cake, coffee and cold drinks. The
public is invited. For information contact John Pennington at
1-502-527-1015.

Technology Committee will meet
Technology Committee of Southwest Calloway Elementary School
Site-based Decision Making Council will meet Thursday, May 5, at 3
p.m. at- the school library. The public is invited.

Civitans will meet Thursday
Project Graduation 1994 will be theme of the meeting of Murray
Civitan Club on Thursday. May 5, at noon at Homeplace Family
Restaurant. The club will honor representatives of Project Graduati
from, Murray and Calloway County High Schools who will be dinner
guests of the local CiViians and receive a financial contribution for
their respective programs. Civitarf President Eva Mohler invites interested citizens to attend the meeting.

Jackson Purchase Doll Club will meet
Jackson Purchase Doll Club will meet Wednesday, May 4, at 11:30
a.m. at Holiday Inn, Murray. Aggie Lee Paschall will present a program on "Insurance for Dolls." All members and interested persons are
invited to attend.

Dog Club will meet Thursday
German Shepherd Dog Club of West Kentucky will meet Thursday,
May 5, at 6:30 p.m. at Calloway County Public Library. All members
and interested persons are invited. For more information call
436-2858.

Garden Department will meet
Garden Department of Murray Woman's Club will meet Thursday.
May 5, at 9:30 a.m. at the club house parking lot. The group will go to
Woodlands-Nature Center at Land Between the Lakes for Spring Wild
Flower Walk and Slide Show. Lunch will be at Patti's. Hostesses will
be Paula Crouse, Ann Uddberg, Janet Wallis, Jo Cleta Williams, Mary
Hopson and Martha Farris.

Theta breakfast on Saturday
Theta Department of Murray Woman's Club will meet Saturday,
May 7, at 9:30 a.m. for breakfast at Holiday Inn, Murray. New officers will be installed. Hostesses will be Martha Guier and Mary
Lawson.

Gamma Chapter to meet Saturday
Gamma Chapter of Delta-Kappa Gamma Society, International, will
meet for a lunch-business meet at Barkley Lodge, Cadiz, on Saturday,
May 7, at 10:30 a.m. Carol Wright, South Fulton, Tenn., will preside
over the initiation of new members, and Beth Belote, Murray, over the
installation of new officers. Ben Helen Burkeen, Cadiz, is in charge of
all arrangements. All members are urged to attend.

Pine Bluff meeting on Saturday
A meeting of all residents and property owners of Pine Bluff Shores .
Subdivision will be Saturday, May 7, at 10 a.m. at Blood River BapAist-Church. The meeting will be held for the purpose of discusOng the
feasibility of forming a property owners association to take over the
management of the subdivision's water system.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE completed soon. Avoid leaving any
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: financial loose ends.
VIRGO (Aug 23-Sept. 22)•
Hang on-to your usual open and
direct stylejand you will find new Reserse sonic time for quiet reflec.and begirtsuccesses. Although cer- tion -mita). l'oc;using on substantial
tain personal restrictions may slow and pertinent matters will help ou
you down a bit in the fall, you will find long-lasting solutions. Your
swiftly regain your momentum. A keen eye for detail helps you spot
romantic partner could seem 'Odd-. when something is amiss.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 221: Heed
ferent at times. Marriage should
wait until after you have established the voice :of logic and keep your
a career. Travel looks good early in intptrIses in check. Your family 's
security' is ot prime importance. 1)
:1
1995.
CELEBRITIES BORN ON closer attention to what is going on
THIS DATE: legendary actress at home. Follow a successful pet Audrey Hepburn.newspaper colum- son's example.
SCORrIO (Oct 2 k - Nos . 2 Ii•
nist George F. Will, country singer
Work or play may bring big gains
Randy Travis. golfer Betsy' Rawls.
FArE WILLIE photo
ARIES (March 2I -April 191: today. Make sure you put a lot of
The Rev. James Stom, pastor of Owens Chapel Baptist Church, Is pictured preaching from the rooftop on Sunday, May 1. He had set Sunday 'Your original ideas influence some- effort into an thing you do. Recent
in a position of power.'Catch up events have you wondering about
U -Roof-Top Sunday" and challenged his congregation to have 70 In one
on routine tasks. Some suspicions the future.
altendanee for Sunday School and he would preach from the roof.
SAGITTARIUS iN0‘. 22-Dec.
about a co-worker may' he conThere were 70 people In Sunday School which broke an all time record
firmed. Protect a loved one's reputa-, 21): Strise tor a healthy balance
for the church. After a short Children's message Inside, the congregabetween hard work and recreation.
tion.
tion left the building to brave the cooler temperatures and hear the
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): Serenity comes when you are at
morning sermon delivered from the roof. Owens Chapel Church Is
The financial outlook will he affect- peace with yourself. Learn to speak
located on the Penny-Airport Road In Calloway County near KIrksey.
ed by the decisions you make today. with authority hut remember that
Postpone signing legal documents. humility can work wonders in diffiThe fine print may not reflect a pre- cult situations.
CAPRICORN 1Dec. 22-Jan.
vious agreement. GEMINI May 21 -June 20): 19i: An evcellent rune M seek cixip
Long-range plans deserve first con- elation. Mutual goals may he reala
sideration. If you choose the right tied. Promote. harmony both in the
Tuesday, May_ 3_
WWmPAY—WMA
—work-plat=e-oref-at-lionie--Ari--eiss
'Murray Christian Academy Parent,' Board of Calloway County Public
ate may not feel up to par. Be
would
be
otherwise
delayed.
Pea.
Teacher Fellowship/7 p milmmanuel
Library/4:30 pm
sonal chats and financial discussions patient. Otter practical help. •
Lutheran Church.
Community Baptist Church events
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb.
are favored.
Canine Good Citizenship Graduation
include prayer meeting/6
Be
careful not to get oft
the
21
-July.
22):
CANCER
(June
Classes/6 30 p m /Old City Park Visip.m./Dixieland Shopping Center
tors welcome Info/436-2858.
Things should start picking up at wrong foot with a newcomer. Since
Emmanuel Baptist Church events
Singles Organizational Society
work. A brand-new approach may a him is all you need, go about your
include Bible Study/7 p.m
(SOS)/7 p m./Chamber of Commerce
Christian and Missionary Alliance
be the best way to achieve your tasks with elliciency and fair-mindCentre Info/Jeanne, 753-0224 or LinBible Study/7 p m
aims. Display your showmanship! edness.
da, 437-4414
South Pleasant Grove United
PISCES (Feb. I 9-Marchf 2111:
Your talent for making the humCalloway County Band Boosters/5.30
Methodist Church events include Cordrum lively will impress someone Acting too eager would be a mistake
p m/Sirloin Stockade.
della Erwin Circle1 p m , Bible Study
now. However. you will accomplish
prominent.
Kappa Department of Murray
and Sharing Group/7 p m
LE()(July 2-3-Aug. 22i: Adopt- atv)ve-average results it you team up
Woman's Club/6.30 p m/dub house.
Oak Grove Baptist Church prayer
ing an overly' aggressive manner with a co-worker. Someone may be
Murray Optimist Club/6 30
meeting and Young Peoples'
p m./Homeplace Restaurant.
could disillusion an admirer. Tread toying A11411 !4OLIT at leCtIttflh.
Class/6:30 p.m.
Bingo/7 p.m /Knights of Columbus
Eastwood Baptist. Church
gently. A creative' project Must be

CALENDAR

building.

Parents Anonymous/6 p.m
Into/753-0082,
Murray TOPS Club, Kentucky 4434.
First Presbyterian Church/6 p.m.
Alcoholics Anonymous/open
meeting/8 p.m./American Legion Hall,
South Sixth and Maple Streets,
Murray.
Calloway, County Genealogical
Soeiety/4 p.m./Annex of Calloway
County Public Library.
Hardin TOPS Chapter/7 p.m./Hardin
Library
Cancer Support Group/3 p miprivate
dining room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Bereavement Support Group/4,30
p.m./Education Unit of Murray Calloway County Hospital.
Memorial Baptist Church events
include First Place Class/7 p m.
First United Methodist Church events
include Mother/Daughter Banquet/6
p.m.; First Place Class/7 p m.
St. John's Episcopal Church events
include evening Prayer/5,15 p.m.
First Baptist Church events include
Bea Walker Group w/Anne Vinson/7
pm
Murray High School events include
Tennis hosts CCHS/3:15 p.m.; Track
at CCHS/4 p.m.; Softball at
MCHS/4 ; 30
p m
-Speakeasy"/Library/8 p.m.
Wrath', West Kentucky Museum/
open 1:30-4.30 p.m.
National Scouting Museum open/9
a.m.-4.30 p.m. Info/762-3383.

Wednesday, May 4
Health Express of Murray-Calloway
County

May Fellowship Day Friday
May Fellowship Day will be celebrated by Church Women United
of Murray and Calloway County on Friday, May 6, at 10:30 a.m. at
-South Pleasant Grove United Methodist Church. A potluck meal will
be served following the program. Mildred Smith, president, urges the
public to. attend this special celebration.

Masonic Widows' dinner Friday

p.m.

Ladies Day Golf Clinic/9 a m. and
Golf Play/9:30 a.m./Murray Country
Club.
Ladies Day Golf and Bridge/9:30
a.m /Oaks Country Club.
Senior Golf Group/8 a.m./Miller
Memorial Golf Course.
senior citizens activities.
senior citizens' activities.

HOSPITAL REPORTS

One newborn admission and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Monday,
May 2, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admission
••••

Holt baby girl, parents, Penny and
Richard. Pt 1, Box 397, Hickory.

Dismissals
Miss Stacy L. Parks, At 7, Box 157,
Murray, William C. Norden, 311' Gov
Browning St., Bruceton, Tenn.;
Miss Montana D. Cunningham, 87
Mobile Home Village, Murray; Mrs.
Becky J Slodd and baby boy, At, 3,
Box 281 E, Benton,
Mrs. Vickie McCuiston, P.O. Box
1484. Murray. Mrs. Lee Ann Adams

and baby girl, 384 Old Olive Rd..
Benton:

a.

•

•

•

Mr. and Mrs. Dewin Hansen of
172 Hilldale Ln., Hardin, ate the
parents of a daughter, Cara
Breanne Hansen, born on Tuesday, April 19, at 10:54 p.m. at
Murray -Calloway County
Hospital.
The baby weighed five pounds
13 ounces and measured 19
inches. The mother is the former
Marla Allen. A stepsister is Jacy
Letann.
Grandparents are Jerry and
Nancy Allen of Hardin and Tracy
and Marja Hansen of Si Jonas.
Ariz.

Is Now Open
Sundays 6 a.m. till 2 p.m.
and

Friday Evenings Until 8 p.m.
Serving Our Famous
Bar-B-0 Plate Lunches
and Fish Specials

Neil imports
Amocam Some PIP

120511 Chestnut * 753-1851

"Come See Us Soon"

SUBSCRIBE
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20-50% OFF
STOREWIDE
Now Thru Mother's Day
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Be Kind to
Animals Week

C.

Schwan's Sales
Enterprise

May 1-7
SS.
alp Be good to your pet.
••
•

•
S.

•t!
al/
Se
.
4.4b

Daily provide a
proper diet, fresh
water, shelter,
veterinary care,
grooming, and
companionship.
Neuter your pet
to prevent unwanted litters.

759-9701
.10

Op°

will be parked every
Wednesday from 4-6 p.m.
at

Boone's Laundry
North 12th Street
Murray
Next to Arby's

Sponsored by:
Parket Ford
Lincoln-Mercury
rips Intim ti•
Cams c.Worn Secut•

P

alaa porcelain pink colors to nee
CasU•barry suit clamor The son note h
collared jacket features deft top stilt h
detailing Combined with our ftgvne
flattering pullon. A line skirt
knit from a •umptuous boucle blend of
acrylic and nylon Pernasin PInk

I.

SUBSCRIBE

_

413 S. 4th
753-1155

Mother's Day Sale

events include Parents and Twos/9:
a.m. and Story Hour/10:30 a.m.

•

Cara Breanne
Hansen born

Friendship International/9 a m ,
Ladies' Bible Study/10 am , Fellowship Supper/5 30 p.m , Library
open/6 15 p.m., Graded Choirs
Awards Program/6:30 p m Prayer
meeting/6 45 p.m.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum/
open 8 30 a.m to 1210 p m and 130
to 4 30 p m
National Boy Scout Museum/open 9
a m -4;30 p m Info/762-3383
Land Between the Lakes events
include Planetarium Show/11 a.m and
2 p.m /Golden Pond Planetarium,
Homeplace and Woodlands open/9
a.m.-5 p.m.

Robin Shaw
bride-elect of
Ahmad Alkhyyat
has made her
gift selections
from
Pier l's
Bridal Registry

Calloway County Public Libr

Grover W. Dun, At. 1, Box 28E11,
Almo; Charles M. Burkeen, At 3, Box
380, Murray; Mrs Fannie J Futrell,
503 Vine St , Murray;
Frank L. Dalton, 1114 Sycamore St.,
Murray; Mrs, Audie Byars, P.O. Box
121, Hazel; Mrs. Opal I. Rogers, 727
Riley CI , Murray, Charlie Lovett, 2305
Olive Hamlett, Benton

ROBERSON'S
HIH BURGER INN

First United Methodist Church
events include Covenant Prayer/10
a m Children's Handbell/3:15 p.m.;
Turner Covenant Prayer/6 p.m.;
Chancel Choir/7.30 p m
St. John Episcopal Church events
include Evening Prayer/5:15 pm
Bible classes17 p m /Glendale Road
Church of Christ
University Church of Christ events
include Ladies Bible ClaSs/9 30 a.m
and Bible classes/7 p m
First Presbyterian Church events
include ARK Putt Putt/5 pm , Choir
Practice/630 pm
First Christian Church events include
Evangelism Committee/noon, MotherChild Banquet and Men's Choir
Practice/6 30 p m
Grace Baptist Church events include
Kid's Klub, Bible Explosion, Youth
Bible Study, College Career Bible
Study, Adult Bible Study/7 p m
First Baptist Church events include

4.

, TODAY'S CHILDREN are reliable. well-orgaiiiied and determined to
do right- by people. They take their responsibilities seriously both as students
and as breadwinners. Innovative ideas may not appeal to these Taurean, at
first, but with time:they will conic around. They understand the value of
money and appreciate what it can and cannot do. -Being well-liked is important to these friendly, loyal souls. They espect to receive the same respect
they show -others.

Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2 p. ./for

•

D. Revel and baby girl. Rt 3, Box
204C, Pans, Tenn .
Mrs Martha Saywell, 1604 Sunset
Dr, Murray; Mrs Mary F Beane, RI
1, Box 139, Kirksey
• • • •

Wiggly,

Weeks Center/open 9 a.m.-4 p.m./for

The Masonic Widows' dinner, sponsor by Murray Lodge No. 105
Free and Acceptedl-Wasons, will be Friday, May 6; at 6:30 p.m. at
Seven Seas Restaurant. All widows are invited to attend. Any widow
needing transportation may call Dan Rodden at 753-3009.

Dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Sunday, May
1, have been released as follows:
Dismissal,
Mrs. Neva Faye Champion, 905
South Ninth St , Murray, Mrs Jennifer

Hospital/Piggly

Murray/8:30-11,30 a.m. and 12:30-3

service/7:30 p m
Dexter Baptist Church Bible
Study/6:30 pm
Sugar Creek Baptist Church
Studyrt30 p m
Westside Baptist Church events
include Library . Bible Study and Mission In Action Sewing Circle/10
a m./West View, Prayer service/7 p m.
Memorial Baptist Church events
include Youth and Mission Groups/7
p m., Sanctuary Choir/8 p m.
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SPORTS
4

Pacers shove Shaq,
Orlando teammates
out of NBA playoffs

•

By STEVE HERMAN
AP Sports Writer

j

—
--NBA PLAYOFFS GLANCE
AN lime COT
Aral Round
(11•6141-3)
hionder, bey 2
Indiana 99. Orlando 86. Indiana wins
series 3-0
Denver 110, Semis 93, Sealle leads
series 2-1
Tuoselay, May 3
Merits at Matni. 7 pm (TNT)
Chaco at CIeveland. 7 pm (TNT)
Houston at Pollard, 930 pm (TBS)
Sari Antonio ai Utak 930 pm (TNT)
We*ree‘y, May 4
rsey. 7 pm (TNT)
Nov York at New
Phoenix af Golden Stare. 9 30 pm (TNT)

INDIANAPOLIS (AP) —
Indiana's game plan was to drape
two defenders on Shaquille
O'Neal and hope his fouls would
add up quicker than theirs.
The strategy worked, and
O'Neal went to the bench with
five fouls with 9:22 to go and his
team leading by eight, 78-70.
Soon after, Indiana went on a
13-0 run, turning the game
around in a 99-86 victory Mon- said. "This is my third year. I'm
day night that gave the Pacers a not a rookie anymore. I should
get more respect. The rule says
sweep of the best-of-5 series.
you can't push off the back, so if
Indiana advanced to the second
round of the playoffs for the first somebody pushes me off the
time since joining the NBA in block I want the call."
Smits and Davis-also finished
1976.
with five fouls apiece. Reggie
Coach Larry Brown assigned
Rik Smits and Antonio Davis to Miller scored 31 for the Pacers,
guard-UN-Cat who was -held to - including -eight in -the- 1-3-0 run.
tour points after picking up his
"If you had told me -we'd beat
fifth foul.
them three straight, I'd have
"I just hope the next time we
laughed in your face," Miller
play I get more respect," O'Neal
said.
•

Nuggets.atbeat Sonics
salvaging Game 3 of the
DENVER (AP) — In two prebest-of-5 playoff series.
vious playoff games, Reggie WI!s 0 ,4#
. two losing games in
hams averaged a mea:
points on 32 percent
geattie*in which the Nuggets
"I've been taking good shots-," -were dominated on the boards
104-78, Denver built a commandWilliams—said. "I knew that
ing 43-25 rebounding edge in
eventually they -.would fall."
They did Monday night.
Game 3. After shooting just 40
Williams hit 11-of-16 shots
percent in the first two games,
and scored 31 points to spark the
the Nuggets shot 60 percent,
Denver Nuggets to a 110-93 victory over the Seattle SuperSonics, •See Peg. 7

•

111
Y
'
MARK YOUNG/edger 8 Tones phalo

Murray shortstop Jason West waits for a throw from home as Marshall County's Jermi Redden swipes second base in Monday afternoon's
Fourth District game at Murray's Ty Holland Stadium, a 5-3 win for the Marshals.

Marshall takes Tigers; Lakers roll
Staff Report
Murray Lodger. & Times
Murray and Marshall County
stretched into the eighth inning
before the visiting Marshals
took a 5-3 Fourth District win
at Ty Holland Stadium Monday.
Meanwhile, the two other district teams, Catloway and May-field, also battled, with the Lakers claiming an easy 21g
victory.
Marshall took a 2-0 lead over

Murray in the first inning, but
the Tigers countered with a solo
homer by Mitch Downey in the
bottom of the first and added
another score in the third to tie
the game at 2-2.
- It stayed there until the
eighth, when Marshall brought
three runs across to take a 5-2
lead. Murray got another homer
in the bottom of the eighth, this
time by Ryan Vanover, but it
wasn't enough to overtirke

Marshall.
Murray out-hit the Marshals
8-7, but committed four errors
to Marshall's two. Jason West
and Stephen Crouch each had
doubles for the Tigers, which
fell to 4-12 with the loss. Preston Weatherly took the loss,
coming on in relief of Crouch.
Murray hosts Calloway
County Wednesday.
Calloway 21, Mayfield 1

Calloway County scored five
runs in the first inning then
addePeight in both the third
and fourth innings for the
21-run total against Mayfield
Nlonday. The Cardinals averted
the shutout with a run in the
bottom of the fourth.
Calloway totaled 11 hits on
the day,- led by Wesley Cogdell,
who was 3 for 4 with a grand
111 See Page 7

•

Dog
Gone

SOFTBALL

Lady Lakers put pair
of 7-3 wins on PTHS

Robinson leaves
Purdue for NBA
GARY, Ind. (AP) — Purdue's
Glenn Robinson, everybody's
player of the year last season,
announced Monday he is giving
up his final year of eligibility to
turn pro;
••1 want everyone to know in
the city of Gary that I'm leaving
because I'm in the unique situation a lot of people don't have
the opportunity to go into the lotti'ry or• maybe even bc.the No. I
pick," Robinson said at a ,news
conference at his alma mater,
Gary Roosevelt High School.
"He has an opportunity of a
lifetime. I would like to coach
him another year, but the opportunity was just too good to pass
up," Purdue coach Gene Keady
:aid.
Robinson, a 6-foot-8 forward
v.ho led the nation in scoring last
season with a 30.3 average, is
expected to be the first pick in
next month's NBA draft. He was
The Associated Press Player, of
the Year last season, and also
collected the WOoden, Eastman
and Naismith awards in national
soting..

EARN
6.00%
MONTHLY I NTI.:HEst
CHECKS NOW AN" Nit. 11111.
TAX•IWFTKIITI) 5\\I II
/14
RATE I.1 SR ‘1 I I- I- I)
OAF 'IF SR
I RBI-NMI(
EARL
CHANCES APPI

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times

STEVE PARKEFVLedger 8 Times photo

Calloway County senior Marti McClard is tagged out by the Paducah Tilghman third baseman after doubling
in Monday's first game.

Cubs winless at Wrigley
By RICK GANO
AP Sports Writer
CHICAGO (AP) — He stood
on a bench behind the fence in
left field at Wrigley Field one
night, answering questions from
an angry mob of fans, making
few excuses because there are
so few to be made.
Still, no victory at home.
Next, Chicago Cubs manager
Tom Trebelhorn had his team
change its uniforms, hanging up
the traditional white and wearing a blue jersey at home Monday night for the first time.
Still, no victory at home.
•, "A stay could cry but that's
not Flag to do anything," Tre-

belhorn said after the Cubs' latest setback, 9-0 to the Cincinnati Reds. Chicago Managed
only two hits off John Smiley in
a record-setting loss.
The Cubs' retard fell to 6-17,
including 0-11 at Wrigley Field
where most of the ivy still
hangs brown on the hard wall.
No Cubs team has ever been so
lame for so long at home.
"Who likes it? Nobody likes
it," Trebelhora said before the
game.
Chicago's 0-11 start at Wrigley is not only the worst in
team history, it is the worst
hothe start in the National
League this century, according

"Getting on the board early
was the biggest thing," Smiley
said.

Stubblefield and McClard each
added doubles, while Stephanie
Holland, Regina Tabus, Turner
and Wisehart all had singles.
Calloway's next game will be.
at home today against Mayfield.

Lady Tigers top Pilots
for third win of season
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times

Tiger coach David Carr.
Murray, now 3-10, scored two
runs in the first inning and four
in the second to take control.
Pitcher Keisa Bennett picked up
the win.
At the plate, the Lady Tigers
were led by Carmie Blalock, Jill
Miller and Melissa Villatlor, who
all had two hits apiece. Blalock
and Miller also added doubles, as
well as Megan Malinauskas.

Murray High hammered out 13
hits in the second game of Monday's doubleheader with Fulton
County to pick up their third win
of the season.
Three Lady Tigers picked up
two hits each in the Lady Tigers'
7-1 victory at the Murray City
Park.
"We played much better
defense and it helped that we •See Page 7
jumped on them early," said Lady
•

FARM
BUREAU

SCW-ClAaa f41
Par 3 Golf
& Sports Center

INVESTMENTS
Also Available As LH A.

753.4'103

Call 753-4563

Bob

For Installation and Service
512 South 12th St., Murray

Cornelison

to the .Elias Sports Bureau. In
the AL, the 1913 New York
Yankees started 0-17.
Smiley was too good Monday
night. Maybe not as good as
Cubs first baseman Mark Grace
suggested when he told reportets that the left-hander could
have beaten the powerful 1927
Yankees.
Grace and Shawon Dunston
had Chicago's only two hits,
both singles, Dunston's leading
off the third and Grace's with
one out in the ninth.

Calloway County and Paducah
Tilghman played two softball
games on Monday, but it would
be hard to tell by looking at the
scores.
Calloway ran their -record to
12-6 with a pair of 7-3 wins over
the Lady Tornado at the Murray
City Park.
After taking control early in
the first game, Calloway needed a
little magic from junior -Linda
Stubblefield to pull out the second game.
With the Lady Lakers leading
4-3 heading into the bottom of
the fifth, Stubblefield cranked a
three-run homer down the left
field line to put Calloway up 7-3.
Calloway pounded out eight
hits in the second game, led by

Marti McClard and Shannon
Norsworthy's 2-for-3 performances. McClard picked up a
double and single while Norsworthy added two singles. Patricia
Greer, Ashley Turner and Molly
Wischart also added hits.
In the first game, Calloway had
7-1 lead until Tilghman plated
two in the top of the- sixth.
Amy Alexander,' who picked
up both wins from the mound,
came up with two RBIs with her
2-for-3 hitting performance.
Jamie Kimbro went 3-for-3 with
one run driven in.

A

• Golf Lessons Avadable •

Practice Range
Miniature Golf
753-1152

$1.15

Golf
9 Holes
$300
18 Holes
$5.00
Weekends & Holidays
9 Holes
$4 00
18 Holes
$700
Cads $3 00 per 9 Holes
$1. $21$350 Buckets
Batting Range
50c
N

16th St., Murray

St. Louis Cardinal
Baseball Trip
June 4 -Return June 5

SF.Giants vs St. Louis Cords
Sunday Afternoon Game
Trip Also Includes
•visit St Louts Arch, Grontsiormll other
points of Interest
'lambed s Restaurant In Slitellon. MO
return trip home
f 4 cellent Put a Hotel Accomucluflont

Coll 442-5504 • Bill Scott

411.•
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BRIEFS
Racer football signee tops in Florida

.Spunsured

'See me tot ail roof fairly insaarre needs
305 N. 12th St., Murray

1•••••••,1
•

The Murray Strikers, a Murray-Calloway County under-I2 boys'
soccer team, played four games over the weekend, and came away
with three wins and one loss. The Strikers travelled to Hopkinsville
on Saturday to play three games against teams from around the
area.
In the first game, Murray was overmatched by a select team from
Marshall County. falling 4-0.
However, an the second game. Murray faced another Marshall
County squad and prevailed 3-0 on goals by Keith Wright. Brandon
Morris and leremy Weber. In the third pule, Murray dominated a
squad from Madisonville, 6-2. Axel France and Mau Yezerski each
had two goals and Micah Morris and „Brandon Morris each scored
goals.
On Sunday, the Strikers coasted to a 3-1 win over Trigg County.
Yezerski scored two goals and Matt Clemson scored the other. The
Strikers are now 6-3-2.

Locke-Mattox named assistant AD at UK
— Former assistant men's basketball
LEXINGTON, Ky.
coach Bernadette Locke-Mattox has been named assistant athletics
director at Kentucky.
UK Athletics Director C.M. Newton made the announcement
Monday.
Locke-Mattox will be the primary women's administrator for
Attletia -Deparnwent. - She also - win-- -supervise eight nonrevenue sports, monitor athletic department compliance with Title
IX and gender equity guidelines, and manage aft games and eventsheld at Memorial Coliseum.
Locke-Mattox resigned from her coaching duties at the completion of the 1993-94 season to pursue a career in athletics
administration.

NBA hands out fines, suspensions
NEW YORK (AP) — Miami's Keith Askins and Grant Long,
Atlanta's Douglas Edwards and Safi Antonio's Dennis Rodman
were suspended and fined by the NBA following fights and rough
play in playoff games.
Askins was suspended for three games and fined S15,000 for his
role in a fight between Miami and Atlanta on Saturday. Edwards
was suspended for two games and Long for one and each was fined
SI0,000. Rodman was suspended for one game and fined S10,000
for his actions against Utah on Saturday.
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FROM PAGE 6
compared to Seattle's 43 percent.
Denver center Dikembe
Mutombo, who had 19 points, 13
rebounds and six blocked shots,
agreed.
"We were hustling, blocking
shots and rebounding, and that's
why we won," Mutombo said.
The Nuggets, displaying a
more effective inside game than
the Sonics, bolted to a 15-point
first-quarter lead. The Sonies
could get no closer than seven
points the remainder of the game.
Nuggets coach Dan Issel said
his players, on the brink of elimination, "could have packed their
bags and gone home, but we
came ready to play."
The victory, which snapped an
11-game playoff losing streak for
the Nuggets, was their first in the
postseason since May 14, 1988.

21

twat La.) Gentur)

7133-9627

••••

Strikers close out weekend 3-1

•Nuggets...

By

Jane Rogers Ins.

Murray State football.signee Chris Vaughn is tops in his class in
places other than just the classroom. Vaughn. a 6-1, 220-pound
linebacker from Tallahassee. As., recently won a state title in
weightlifting in .the 220-pcsind clus and pWed second in the state_
in wrestling in the 220-pound class. Vaughn. who attends Tallahassee Godby, signed to play football for the Racers in February.

........1641yoir

Like a good neighbor
State Farm as it,.,.
State Fenn Insurance Companies
Home Moss: Bloomington, Illinois

&maracas Lwow
All Tawas CDT
Earl 011,0800
W
L
Saito.

sawmoie

srEvt PanKEFin..oster a Times phew
Murray High shortstop Jill Millar throws to third to try and get Fulton
County's Wendy Donlow out.

III Lady Tigers...
FROM PAGE 6
Murray outhit Fulton County
13-6 in the second game.
In the first game. Fulton County blew open a close game in the
sixth inning to take a 10-2
victory.

Blalock pnd Malinauskas eack
had two singles, while Shannon
Williams added a triple in the
losing cause.
Today, the Lady Tigers travel
to Fourth District leader Marshall
County for a doubleheader.

Marshalrfakes..6
FROM PAGE 6
slam- and two singles, knocking
in five runs. Clay Cowan was 2
tor 2 on the day and Jason Grogan .was the winning pitcher,
limiting Mayfield to just four
hits.
On Friday, Calloway hit the
road to Adamsville, Tenn., and
Corinth, Miss. The,Lakers fell
at Adamsville 7-5 but bounced
back to win at Corinth, 8-6.
At Adamsville, Mitch McClain was 3 for 4 and Shawn
Waller. was 2 for 3. In Corinth,
Cogdell, Waller and Travis

Anderson were all 2 for 3 and
Waller was the winning pitcher.
.•In a junior varsity game
Monday, Calloway County
blanked Fellowship Christian
Academy 12-0. Ray Stone was
3 for 4 at the plate while Craig
Butler and David Cavitt were
each 2 for 3 and Sam Arnett
and Josh McKee' were both 2
for 4. Stone was the winning
pitcher.
Calloway, now 10-6, plays at
Reidland this afternoon.
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Calf Today
Professional
Real Estate
"I want your
real estate business"

Hal Nance - Broker
(502) 759-1591

Office
Located Inside
Joe Smith Carpet
1103 Northwood Dr.

Let me list your
home today!

_
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Wherever you go Cooper
go on Cooper tires!
TIRES

* American-Made ... Quality You Can Trust!

Pfon WAREHOUSE TIRE

75
Sat. 7-Noon

400 Industrial Rd. • Murray • 753-1111

Onlopor
11:1110 Pi
Ultimate Communications of Murray, Ky. can
repair your VCR, stereos & small electronics.
—Full Time Certified Technician—

XPRESS

Cain'std
CHRYSLER•PLYMOUTH:DODGE•JEEP•EAGLE

RACING TEAM

Ultimate
Communications

810 13 Sycamore St. • Murray • 753-2640
Hours: 9 ant-..5 p.m Uon..Frt. • Owner Tim Robertson
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Tommy Johnson, Jr.'s

5000 Horsepower
Top Fuel Dragster
SEE IT MAY 5 & 6
Stop By Our Dealership And See This
Spectacular Hemi®-Powered Dragster

ler

be.
Id.

• FREE Full Color Tommy Johnson, Jr. Posters
• FREE $3 Discount NHF.iA Drag Race Coupons
Mid-South Nationals at
See Tommy Johnson, Jr. compete at the NHRA
TN. May 14 & 15.
Memphis,
Park,
Sports
Motor
Memphis International
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Our new Low Rates on -installment loans mean you
can realty go for it. Go sailing. Go cycling. Go on
vacation. Go out and get that new car or truck. Or'
just go fishing.
•,
low
rates
aren't just fbr people on
great
And these
the go. Talk to us about a loan for hothe
irnprovement, higher education, and much more.

-

There's no better time to visit The Cumberland for
a loan. We'll give you Quick Answers on your
loan application too. For extended banking hours,,
visit a Cumberland Banking Center inside many
Kroger. stores.
Call a Cumberland installment,loan specialist for
details today...while the going is still good.
.

••

The(dabgfrd Bank
305N 19th Street, Suet 0 753-8800

manta FM

TEAM

YOUR OIL CHANGED
IN 30 MINUTES...
OR IT'S FREE!
qt. trucks
Chrysler Corporation Vehicles Only Up to 5 qts canal
°tier Expires 5-20-94
Call For An Appointment

Don't Forget The All Mopar Show & Race
Sat., May 7 & Sun., May 8
Sponsored By Mopar
Muscle Club International
Paris, TN Chabter
Call 901-644-9409
CHRYSLEFl•PLYAIOUTH•DODGE•JEEP•EAGLE
For More Information
753-6448
Hwy. 641 N. • Murray

Cain'st4
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Denise Logan and Dr. Burton, Young recently visited their children's
primary class at Murray Elementary and spoke about dental health. Seated Foster Logan and Charlsie Young.

Calloway High Frerp students work with North primary students during a study of Fran& Pictured: Mark Johnson, Susan Hosford, Andrea
Stephens and Chris Woods.

Students In Penny French's preschool class participated in an Easter
egg hunt with baskets they made.

'

4.••••
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$250

Willie Belle Farless, Murray Elementary librarian and one of several
Earth Day planners, conducts a group of children In a choral reading as
part of a school-wide celebration.

Steven Saunders and Christina Duncan are just two of the Murray
Middle School fourth graders taking KIRIS testing this week.

Sophomores at Calloway County High School determine how the principles of heredity are related to the laws of probability.

CPU
vices
7S3-!
Wed
IP01

Bryan Craig and other Southwest students ate lunch with WPSD's Sam
Burrage when he did a story about the Wee Deliver Progarm.

OPEP
, Op e

Mon hot s
bread
Calfry
1-900

Six Plus 1 at Calloway Middle had a "Walk for the Rain Forest" to raise
money to purchase protection of an acre of rain forest. Students raised
more than $300.
Kenny Ernstberger, a STARS 8 student at CCMS, recently won several
math awards including second at Murray State. second at Austin Peay,
and 11th at a state contest.

DI

111

4.

1

Cindy Mangrum from the Purchase District Health Department discusses various consequences of AIDS with Angela Dodd, Becky Hicks and
other biology students at Calloway County High School.

mismemo
Murray Middle School band students recently participated In Eastern
Kentucky University's Middle School Honor Band.

Students In Janice Hasty, GInny Harger and Beth Durbin's classes at
East Calloway explored the community. They visited the YMCA, MSU,
Pizza Hut, Playhouse in the Park and Dairy Queen.
Pictures for this page were submitted by the administrative staffs
of the Murray Independent School District and the Calloway
County Schools and edited by the staff of the Ledger & Times.
Space allocated for each school district is determined by the
approximate ratio of students in each district. Please direct your
questions and comments about area public schools to the Murray
City Schools (753-4363) or the Calloway County Public Schools

(753-2893).

•

In preparation for Earth Day, Southwest fourth graders Calvin Falwell,
_Robby. Warren,.Meagan Rogers and Jessica Marvin made paper-mache
mountains out of rec clable .roducts.

School Supply

North Elementary students Joseph Dillon, Stacey Thom and Michael
McCoy measure ingredients for "kangroo cookies" as parent volunteer
Mary Paterson assists.

- TOYS - BOOKS - GAMES - PUZZLES -
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Keep Kids
i. Off Drugs
RAY
POLICE DEPARTMENT
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The future is in our hands...
Wee Care for your child's future.

GHECKLISIT
0
Dictionaries
0 Pict backs

Your child's education is very

Itandon.

important to us. That is why we
carry a large inventory of educational

'''''''''

and enjoyment reading material to
help your child learn and grow
through their primary years
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Cheatitut Rule
Murray

Saturday Workshops
Educational Supplies For
Parents / Teachers, Daycares,
Sunday School Teachers.

Full Day Educational Preschool Program
For Ages 6 Weeks To 5 Years
Gals B Gorneason. Direcior
Kathy E Moon. Assistant (Vector

Downtown Murray • 753-5968

109 South 15th • Mummy • 733-5227
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Help
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Notice

"WANTED
IMMEDIATELY**

PPM MEDICARE
INFORMATION
Medscase nappianent
Insurance LS 110V.
slenderised an 10
plans and we onte
all 10
pan A dedintilik
you, Of your
LAW ranct,
must Foy has been
intrusted to $4596 in
1994
For more Information
call

a

641 U-PICK
STRAWBERRIES
Opening
7 a.m.
Sat. 4-30-94

Located 2 miles
south of Murray.
Hwy. 641 on left.
We provjde picking
containers
for you to take
berries
your
home in.

McCONNELL
INSURANCE
AGENCY

aster

753-4199
oe nationwide
1-800-455-4199
*esr 32sti )eat iiforme

c

VCR Service
Nintendo Repair

•

• .
He's Sinai:3 fat.
He's kind° Slaw,
and today he's a b g

Ward-Elkins
753-1713
ATTENTION commercial
fisherman' Pond perch
$2 50 pound 474 8021
CREATIVE Sewing & Ser
vices 400 North 8th
753 5930 Open Mon
Wed 3pm to 8pm Sun
1pm to 4 30pm

Sam

OPEN Pizza Magic Aurora
Open 5pm
Closed
Mon Tues Pizza salads.
hot sandwiches gyros &
bread sticks Dine in or
carry out 474-8119 or
1-800649 3804

I.

SEARS
Open Sundays
1 p.m.-4 p.m.

40
.142rppyVT111±:11
KIckIn' Kountry
MUSIC BASH
Satumay, May

14. 1 00 7 30
BeaLitfui Kaniaka &we Paik

Rain or shine Ca ',C2
474-2211 to, more
lion
Preserved hy JIM

, Wanted To
Lease
Tobacco Base
Mark Paschall
753-4802

veral
'eay,

LOST Female Dalmatron
in vacinity of Duncans
Market, Hwy 94E Call
-LeRoy Todd. 753 0858 or
753 8943

BOB truck driver- dis
patcher CDL Hazmat X
Endorsement required Applications may be picked up
at Belcher Oil Co . 403 S LP
Miller St

*Satellite Systems
*Sales *Service Parts
*Service After The Sale
*Systems Starting At 1,299
*Serving West Kentucky
Since 1984

DISCOUNT PRICES ON SATELLITE EQUIPMENT

More Information Call:
(502) 753-3107
America's second Car

Ugh;Duckling
ki..1003=11
9r

s at
ISU,

Locations Coast to Coast

HALEY'S AUTO SALES
Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
Office. 753-6910
1-800-THE-DUCK

the

Dur

ray
ools

112 So. 12th
Murray, KY 42071

Lowest Rates in Town
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

Every Tuesday Night at 7:00
(Doirs open at 600)

Knights of Columbus Hall
KY 94 West to Johnny Robertson Road, South to Sr;
Hake Road. right on Sq. Hal* Road 114 mile
OPEN

TO THE

753-0466

PUBLIC

NON.PHOf IT ORGAr.IZATION

P.O. Box 1033

Terry
Tatlock

Murray

ed :ti

Licensed
Agent

MAJOR MEDICAL INSURANCE
INDIVIDUAL OR GROUP
We represent several of the top rated
companies including; Continental General, CNA, Employers Health, ICH, Principal Mutual, Travelers, Union Bankers &
Washington National, to give you the best
possible rates and benefits. For "Top
Companies and Top Service" contact
Terry at: 753-4199

"Jo

McConnell Ins. Agency
905 Sycamore, Murray, KY
••.•

Nutirtionagy Balanced
Product

Compiete Sairsiachon
Guaranteed
Deiraoca Product ThalCallum 72 Warrant.
Herta Mineral, Prams,
And Amino Aods

Take Control Of Your
Life And Your Weight'
Call (502)527-3998 and
ask for Derrell if you are
interested No obligation This product will
Change your hie'

$1 030 weekly stuffing en
v elopes at home No exper
lence Free information
supplies No obligation
Send self addressed
stamped envelope to Hon
zon Dept FF PO Box
2149 Brownwood, TX
76804
9 BALL players for 7pm
Thursday -8 2pm Sunday
Apply at Break Time 1341
ards, Dixieland Shopping
Center Progressive jack
pot Also inquire about our
BCA sanctioned 9 ball
league starting May 16th
Call 759 9303
ACCEPTING applications
tor light industrial positions
Apply in person Murray
Employment Office 1210
Johnson Blvd Murray, KY

SOUTHERN
SATELLITE

For

People To Los*
Weight!

P,O,
n0I,OnS

753-2310

afTs
way

270

Ofse

Musical

Wanted
EXPERIENCED printing
personnel wanted Full
time positrons competitive
pay good working condi
bons Innovative Printing
1623 Highway 121 Murray
KY 42071 Marc Peebles
(502) 753 8802
EXPERIENCED dry wall
hanger must have tools
references 474 8377
NOW taking appliacations
at The Dutch Essenhaus
Hwy 121 N 753 2334

Immediate positions
available. Must be deAdding
pendable.
crew. Call 489-2978
after 4:30 p.m.

DEPENDABLE high school
or college student needed
to watch 7yr old for the
summer Call 753-3164 after 5pm
DETECTIVE PRIVATE In
vestigator trainee Part/full
time, male female
502 329 1898
DO you need a GED? Do
you need hope for the future and help to get a solid
career? We have 22 JOB
openings for people 16 thru
21 that are not full time high
school students Call
753-9378 Five days-a week
between 8 GOam-3 00pm.
This protect Is funded by
the Job Training Partnership. Act through the Kentucky Department for Employment Services and the
West Kentucky Private Industry Council This is an
Equal Opportunity program Auxiliary aids and services are available upon
request to individuals with
disabilities
EARN up to $1000 weekly
processing mail Start now,
no experience free supplies, tree information no
obligation Send SASE to
Lifetime, Dept 28 PO Box
39 Bangs Tx 76823

Miscellaneous

TOPPER for NA) asking
$330 Kirby Heritage 2 vac
cum cleaner Call 828 8037
after 4pm

HERBAL for better health
For heart, kidney blood
and for sex Information
enveloped PO Box 1584
Paris Tn 38242

ALTERATIONS and re
pairs Rental gowns & tuxedos Ruth s See and Sew
Country Square, 1608 N
121 Murray 753-6981

250

Business
Services

5 THREAD industrial ser
ger w table light 110 motor $800 753 0237 after
4pm

K T I, and Associates offer
mg a full line of investigative
services Bel Air Center
753 3868 or 436 6099
270
Mobile
Homes For Sale

LOOKING for yards to
mow 753 6226 753 4168
SEWING lobs wanted in
cluding formal wear
753 1061
100

A 18 store route Contemporary greeting card business No selling Requires
8-10 hrs per week Income
to $1,000. a week Invest
ment required $15,600
1 800 822 7454

150 DIESEL Massey For
guson real good shape
with bush hog 437 4364
after 5pm
760 INTERNATIONAL HiBoy with fenders & stain
less steel tank Excellent
condition 345-2666 after
5pm
CASE International 495
Tractor 42HP approxi
mately 150 hours new conPhones
dition
5 0 2 7 5 3 4 38 9 and
502 753 5960

120

286 TANDY Computer
color monitor & printer,
$800 obo Call 436-2318 Of
436 2845
PC Repay upgraded
training at your location
Hawkins Research,
753-7001

ROD & reel plus tackle
753 0653

140

Went

Firewood

To Buy
ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections Call 753 9433
after 5pm

A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667

CASH for mobile home
tires & axles 436-2578,
901-644-0679

1985 BUCCANEER 14X70
2br, 2 bath central h/a
753-4454
1985 BUCCANEER 14X72
2br, 1 ,i bath central
electric heat & air, double
flooring & insulation, car
port, outbuilding Located
at H-7 Coach Estates Re
ducedl 759 4453
2BR, furnished & carpeted
on 3 lots Well & septic
system Reduced Wilson
Realty. 302 S 12th
753 3263
A nice country home Dou
blemde on 1 acre, central
ha, 3br, 2 bath. with 8x10
front porch and 10x20 back
deck Two out buildings,
nice landscaping on a
paved road Priced at
$37,500 759 4416

od in Classifieds every day,including the Shopper.
for SW a month (paid in advance)

Call 753-1916 for details.

4HP Chipper/Shredder like
new condition Cost $400
new, will sell for $275
435-4043

INFANT girl clothes 06
mos Sleepers, dresses &
day wear many sumnier
items Also a car seat Call
anytime 759-4156

1982 24X56 FLEETWOOD
3br. 2 bath cathedral ceilings, appliances deck &
service pole Excellent con
dition Must be moved'
435 4638 after' 5pm

Run this 2x2 consistency

WINDOW air conditioners,
working or not 753-5958
iho
Articles
For Sale

BOGARD trucking and excavating. Inc We haul top
soil, gravel, fill dirt, white
rock, rip rap 759-1828

12X50 2br, 1 bath mobile
home Gas heat $2 500
Call 436 5701 after 5pm

Business on
a Budget?

CASH paid for good, used
rifles shotguns, and pistols Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th,
Murray

STAIR stepper- $250 new,
sell for $125 Large sec
bonal sofa, $400 Large entertainment center with
bookshelves, $100
Washer/dryer, $225
753-0811

NEED 60 people Lose
10-30 pounds in 30 days
New, 100% natural doctor
recommended program
Easy, sate guaranteed
619 698 2419

18 PIECES of weigh
equipment Free weights
nautilus & machines all one
price 759 9119

210

LOCAL business desires
mature individual to work
40hrs/wk thru August,
15-20hrs,wk thereafter
General knowledge of accounting and computer
skills preferred Send resume to PO Box 1040 J.
, Murray, KY 42071

FULL TIME SECRETARIAL POSITION for busy
Murray law firm Legal experience a must, knowledge pf WordPerfect 5 1
Salary commensurate with
experience Send resume
to P 0 Box 10400,Murray,KY 42071

SLOW DRAINS/ DRAIN
CARE ends slow drains
Removes years of buildup
in pipes and its safe louse
Money back GUA-RAN
TEED' Available at Murray
True Value Home & Auto
HOW North Side shopping
Ctr

Sewing
chines

Position
Rented

EXCITING new opportunity, earn up to $3 000 mo
working in your area No
experience necessary
5025.69-1962

FULL-TIME cashier evening shift Experienced at
gas station work
753-3195

KILL ROACHESIBuy EN
FORCER OverNite Roach
Spray or OverNite Pest
Control Concentrate
Makes 2 gallons Kills
roaches overnight or your
money back GUARAN
TEED , Available at Coast
to Coast 604 N 12th St

len

040

NEW metal sing & roofing Cover 36 cut to length
in 10 colors galvanized
and galvalume Secondary
if available Portable car
port kits 489 2722 or
489-2724

FULLTIME parcel delivery
driver Health insurance
furnished No lay-offs
Send resume to PO Box
528, Murray, KY 42071

PIANO tuning John
Gottschalk. 753-9600
210

Comp:tits
BOOKKEEPING with good
computer skills Full or parttime, depending on availa
bility Salary commensurate with experience &
skills Send resume to PO
Box 1594 Murray, KY
42071

GUITARS, keyboards &
computers 753 6768

TEA length white formal
wedding dress size 10 &
head piece 753-3469

Ifia
WEST Tennessee manu
Homo
facturer is seeking appitc
Furnishings
ants for the following posi
tions Computer Prog ELECTRIC recliner lift
ramer Data Entry operator chair reasonably priced,
& CAD operators Excellent can be seen anytime at
working conditions and 1309 Olive Call 753 1760
competitive salary & bone after 5pm
tits package Send detailied
resume with salary require- MOTHERS Day Sale, Save
ments to PO Box 1040 I on all recliners swivel rock
ers glider rockers & lamps
Murray KY 42071 EOE
Extra savings on all Irving
070
room dining room bed
Domestic
room groups roll top desks
I Childcare
boding roll aways odd
CLEANING houses is my beds & chests Carraway
Furniture 105 N 3rd
business Reliable and ex
penenced references Call 753-1502
Linda 759 9553

Business
Opportunity

Experienced
Carpenters
& Labors

SUN tanning beds new
used Financing available
Parts service & supplies
Call
Sonny
Hooks 753 9274
or
1-800540-9790

lc)

Metropolitan Life
AND AFFILIATED COMPANIES

EXECUTIVE SALES POSMON
FINANCIAL PRODUCTS & SERVICES
Metropolitan LI% - One of the largest financial
institutions, seeks aggressive person to fill position in local area.
Salary Up to $40,000 plus. Excellent fringe
benefits to include: retirement, medical and dental
for entire family, 401K and disability plan, 3-year
training program.
College degree preferred. No sales background
necessary. EOE
Resume

please to: BEVERLY CULBREATH
RECRUITING DIRECTOR
555 JEFFERSON SUITE 305
PADUCAH, KY 42001

11
I;
1.

of I KM Ucs.
We are looking for men and women who can reflect our most important
objectives or producing quality products, valuing our customers, and ensuring
the safety and development of all_our employees.
We will be hiring personnel in the following areas March through June. To
create a safe and desirable work environment for you, we conduct drug
screening on all potential employees.
"Processing Plant Production (All Shifts)
"Field Catching Crew Members (2nd and 3rd Shills)
"Plant Sanitation Team Members (2nd and 3rd Shifts)
WE OFFE R
'Competitive Income
"Employee Insurance
'Paid Vacations
'Much More

'Weekly Pay Checks

"Day, Afternoon Ii Night Shifts
'Paid Holidays

APPLY AT: Department of Employment Serrioss
319 S. 7th Street, Mayfield. Kentucky
8:00 a.m.-4:30 p.m. Monday through Friday
WF/II

120

Mobile
Homes For Sale
BY owner 26X70 3br den
with fireplace 2 full baths
central ha large front &
back covered porches 2
acre lot 3 miles South of
Murray 24X24 shop
753 6962
JUST now on market, Cut,
tom built 2br mobile home
superbly maintained
acre corner lot minutes
from town, $31,000 Con
tact Kopperud Realty,
753-1222 SilLS8 053

Apartments
For R•nt
3BR 2 bath low utilities
with garage $550 mo
753-32S3 after 6pm
AVAILABLE now, lbr no
pets $185mo low utilities
753 3949
EMBASSY 2br central
gas appliances furnished
Coleman RE 753 9898
FEMALE looking to share
nice 2 bedroom duplex
$320 includes utilities
753 3469
FURNISHED aiSts renting
now Available in May N9
pets Also sleeping rooms
Zimmerman Apts
753 6609

280
Mobile
Monies For Rent
2BR Grogan s Trailer Park
Appliances & water .furn
ished
Coleman RE
753 9898

HILLDALE Apartments
under new management
Come see the changes tak
ing place Now available
21x apartment 24hr main
tenance Handicap acces
sible
Office hours
8am 4 30pm Mon Fri
Equal Housing Opportun
ily 437 4113

211R in country, very pri
vale Kids & animals ok
$250 mo Almo area
753 2985 Carolyn
SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br,
electric or gas Walking dis
tance to college 753 5209

I have many nice apart
merits, duplexes & homes
all over town many near
campus Come by or call
Bradley Book Company,
753 8767 or 753-2339

285
Mobile
Home Lots For Rent
MOBILE home lots for rent
492-8488

800 2200S0 ft
RE 753 9898

KENTUCKY Lake, LakeLand Westly Vivage. Liar
apartment, utilities included, rent based on income Elderly, handicap
disabled Equal Housing
Opportunity
502 354 8888

Coleman

HARD to believe jtiat office
space on the court square
in downtown Murray is at
fordable & available but it
is & Debbie can tell you all
about it Call 753 1266
RETAIL or Office Space in
S Side Shopping Center
753 4509 or 753 6612 -

Apartments
For Rent
1,2 3130 apts Furnished
very nice near MSU No
7 5 3 1 2 52
pets
days 753 0606 after 5pm

NICE 2bi duplex stove
refrigerator, dishwasher in
cluded WD hook up con
tral ha $375mo plus de
posit No pets Days
753 1 953
nights
753 0870
NOW taking applications
for Section 8 low rent nous
rig Apply in person at
Southside Manor, 906
Broad St Extended be
tween 8am 12noon No
phone calls please Equal
Housing Opportunity
PET owner duplex avail
able in country June 1 7mi
from campus Female
dogs large breed only
$360 mo water & gatbage
paid Call 753 8607 T Th
762 1151 M F after 8pm
VERY nice 2br, 2 bath du
pies appliances furnished
central gas heat & air.
$475mo 1 mo deposit I
yr lease No pets Call
753 2905

2BR, appliances gas heat
near uniVersity. $325 mo
lease & deposit 492-8393
2BR brick with carport wed
provided, 5094 S 6th
5375/mo 753-7210
2BR house walking dis
lance to university carport
1703 College Farm Rd Call
759 1675

LARGE 2br, stove and frig
carpet Utilities furnished
$350 759-1987

2BR house near downtowo
Murray $325 mo, lease re
-7
quired 753 4109

LARGE duplex in private
area Central air gas heat
all appliances $450 mo
Lease plus deposit No
pets 759 1087

2BR new bathroom new
carpet 711 Payne St
$375mo Call 7538767 or
753 2339

MUR CAL Apartments now
accepting applications for
1. 2 and 3br apartments
°hone 759 4984 Equal
-lousing Opportunity

320

1

sJEWLY constructed 2br
leaf MSU $400 mo Call
753 0472

3BR brick 3 miles West of
Murray 753 3125 or
753-1362
811 COLDWATER Rd
Can be seen-matter April
753 4857 or
28th
753 2967

NEW large duplex, 2 full
1 BLOCK FROM MSU
baths gas heat in private
2br furnished duplex
$300 mo 1 yeanlease de , area. lease & deposit,
posit No pets Refng , $500/mo No pets' Days
753 1155, nights
stove 1415 A Poplar
753 1623
753 8734

CREEKVIEW Self storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney s
$20 $40 mo 759 4081

1BR 8205 mo College
Farm Rd Apartments
753 6716 after 5pm

NORTHWOOD Storage
presently has units available Call 753 2905

NICE duplex 2br, central
ha appliances furnished
Coleman RE 753 9898

1BR near MSU appliances
,furnished Coleman RE
753 9898

INDUSTRIAL NURSE

1BR on North 4th deposit
No pets $185 mo
753 8848 before 9pm
1 OR 2br apts near dtwn
town Murray 753 4109

Plant first aid, worker's compensation, act as liaison with employees,
Prefer R.N. with
physicians, etc.
Industrial experience. Respond to:

1 ROOM efficency apart
ment $200-mo Available
now, 1602 Olive. partial util
Coleman RE,
'ties
'753 9898

Personnel Manager
P.O. Box 610
Paris, TN 38242

1 ROOMS for rent at 1614
Olive Utilities furnished
Share kitchen, living room
& bathroom facilities Walk
to MSU Coleman RE
7519898

An Equal Opportunity Employer

HOW
TO TALK TO
1,000,000
KENTUCKIANS

2BR. 1/, bath townhouse
new, spacious All appliances furnished includ
irg washer & dryer Call ,
753 1614
,
2BR 1 bath duplex central
gas Ilia wid hook-up, like
new, appliances furnished,
$400 mo lmo deposit
435-4480 or 436 5725
2BR 1 bath duplex Appliances furnished Central
gas heat central air,
$425/mo 1 mo deposit 1yr
lease no pets 753-2905
2BR. 1 bath duplex, garage
with automatic dpor
opener dish washer, garbage disposal, wd hook,
up central ha, $450/mo
1yr lease Day 753-7688,
nights 759 4703

If you have something to sel here's the way to make your voice
hoird Its the Kentucky Staleando Clarified Network
For $149, you can place • 25iword ad in 80 Kentucky
newspapers with • potential audience of more than 1,000,000
readers
We've sold everything from antiques Lo station wagon. From
root buildings to sewing machines
Contact tis newspaper for detai:• Then get ready La sell

KENTUCKY STATEWIDE
CLASSIFIED NETWORK

2BR duplex, appliances
wid hook up fenced in
back yard, water utility,
central air, $420 mo Deposit security Call 492 8393
2BR duplex Great neighborhood Central hra Dtshwasher, refrigerator, w/d
hookup $375/mo, 1 year
lease Deposit no pets
1906 B Westwood
753 8734
2BR furnished apartment
utilities paid, non smokers
Call for appointment Ro
gers Enterprises
753-5140

A proven program that shows you
how to choose the career of your
dreams, prioritize goals, learn about your personality fit, prepare a
resume that will help get you an
interview, negotiate salary, and
help you get the career path of your
dreams.

1 rS
2BR townhouse
baths all appliances in
dudirig washer I dryer,
deck ceiling fans tool
shed new vinyl flooring
new paint, tree lawn care
Coleman RE, 753 9898

WHERE? CURRIS CENTER THEATRE (3rd
WHEN? THURSDAY di 6:30-9:30 p.m.

28R townhouse new, spa
("out all appliances including washer & 'dryer
753 4573
2BR upstairs apartment
$250/mo plus deposit for 2
people Water & garbage
pod lot Call 753 6355 be
'mien flarn 5pm

WHY?

YOU'LL GET THE CHANCE TO
FIND THE JOB OF YOUR DREAMS

COST?
HOW?

$69 IN ADVANCE, $79 AT DOOR
CALL (502) 753-3624 to register

1111A111,1114 Ser/111.taa Gomm Ale.. Her mho* & lUll A
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Oiso

Wad
Thuds,

Staviasa
Med

1990 FIR GOO black 2
Show helmets Oink bag.
new chain & sprocket, low
mileage $3 500 Call
436-5496

1988 CHARCOLE grey
Ford Ranger chrome bed
rails & wheels surwoof arn
fm cassette $3 800 obo
354 6563

Al AL'S hauling yard
work tree removal mowing Free estimates
759 1683

87 RM 125 bought new in
1988 Never been raced
New top end, chain
back tire
sprocket
$1 (Motto Call 492-8156

1988 FORD XLT supercab
Most options including
trailer towing Excellent
condition 436 5365

damas
fer Ids
KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes al pnce ranges It
you are teriung of sellingcontact one of our court,
ous and professional
agents at 753-1222 or stop
by office at 711 Mein St

50x50 Warehouse
Building For Rent
On Industrial Road.

Call 753-5976

Ky Lake bet priced from
STORAGE trailers for rent
753 7888

13,000 to 819.500 All
wooded & most have beau
Our views of KY Lake Contact Kopperud Realty
753-1222

Livestock
& Supplies

WANTED Will exchange a
storage building and a shop
for a small farm or acreage
Call 753-1492- Century 21
Loretta Jobs Realtors

3YR oid Gekting saddle
horse professonally
broke asking $700 Steve
Lamb 753 8204 after 5pm
753 9257 at work

ito

FOR sale 17 tweed sovrs &
1 male 759 9632

,

Lots
For Safe

PETER Purripen Eaters
wife would hair, stayed
home it shed had a beauo
ful carefree PVC fence
Holland Fence Co May
field, Ky 345 2776

100FT X 230tt in Preston
Heights, 113.000
753 5500
100X140 SOUTHWEST
Villa subdivision AN city
utilities reduced $17500
753-4873 after 6pm

Pets
& Supplies

3 ACRE wooded lot, 3 miles
N of Murray on Poor Farm
Rd 437 4703

AKC Registered 4yr old
male Palmation Phone
489 2896

CORNER lot in Canterbury
Estate Priced to sell
753 3110 after 5pm

FOR sale Chihuahua
AKC male chocolate &
tan adult great pet, $125
Also Pomeranian full
lbs
blooded female
no papers black & white
great pet $150 Call
901 584 4475

1304 OLIVE Blvd Excel
lent Blvd location. 2 story
colonial with columns LR.
formal dining library, large
kitchen with island & pantry. large family room with
fireplace, 5br, 2 full, 2-'4
baths, utility room, patio, 2
car garage Price reduced'
Call for appt 753-7689

HAVE an obedient sale
dog for show or home
Classes or private lessons
Serving Murray for over
12yrs 436-2858

Real
Estate

2,3br, 1 bath, central gas
ha, carport 753-0859
days 753 5214 evenings

58 ACRES prime development property southwest of
Murray Will break acreage
up Must sell' 759 9247

BEAUTIFUL 3br. 2 bath,
brick home in the city on 1 4
acres Excellent condition
with many extras 1511
Martin Chapel Rd
753 7957

NEW duplex for sale Cambridge Estates Gene
Steely 753 6156

kitchen dining room utility
room office or play room
fkxxed alac. central gas
heat new sewer line tastefully decorated quiet
neighborhood, $48 500
Cal Terry Paschal Real
Estate 435-4011 Or Lindy
at 753-3415 or 753-4282
48R 2'e baths, plenty of
closets gas central ra.
carpet, large rooms with
ceiling tans located on
large corner lot with plenty
of trees in Kirskey Area lyr
old Call for appointment
489-2520
4BR home on 1 acre lot
offered at 133,000 This is a
handyman special' Contract
Kopperud Realty
753-1222 IALS• 5491
BY OWNER 3br, 1'4 bath
brick ranch Eat-in kitchen.
formal dining room, Irving
room, family room with W
bay window Central gas
heat & air wall to wall carpet. ceiling tans. lacuzzi.
14x14tt storage bldg Lot
75x150, adiaaent lot avail
able Walk to banks & shop
ping Priced to sell mid
170's Call for appt
753-4359
IMMEDIATE possession
on this 3br, brick home with
attached garage & TVA insulation Priced in low
160'S Contact Kopperud
Realty, 753-1222 MLS.
024
LAKEFRONT horns 4be Ir,
dr, fr. lob of windows and
deck Spacious, beautiful.
landscaped grounds, private dock and launch Seno us inquires only
436-5371
LOOKING FOR THAT
ONE that's hard to find"
Here it es' Central gas heat.
central air screened porch.
TP windows and look at
this' Three bedrooms two
baths and priced in the
$40s If that's not enough
add Southwest School District 20X22 garage with
paved drive Call 753-1222
to see #5438
NOW is the time before
prices go higher, one story
bock 2 bath, 3br in Sherwood Forest Great neighborhood 753-4043

TRUST MARK
CARPETS
Carpet World is your Trust Mark Dealer.

NO OTHER CARPET is:
* Walk Tested
* Performance Rated
* Full Disclosure of Every
Detail In Writing
* Warranted Where You Can
Feel Secure

SPACIOUS 3br, 2 bath.
with great flowing lay out,
beautiful kitchen, breakfast
room. seperate dining
room Lots of extras, country club view Call for your
appointment today
753-2905
WOODLAND masterpiece
Matchless two story cedar
in pastoral beauty, three
bedrooms, 25 baths, formal dining pegged wood
floors island in country
kitchen security system, all
on 2 9 acres Call Century
21 Loretta Jobs Realtors
753-1492

11 you tDmptr4 sym,1 vi111
11•JA) 4111*Tshrv.
-,-;
WE HAVE STOCK!
Two Locations Hwy
641. 1 re South of
Hazel. Ky or
Across dem
Governors Ma;1
Carksvilie (615-552.8787
Peryea. 1 ,13.:2 26.: 494'

28R large Irving room

et u

170
Motorcycles

S

A

sr

YZ 80 NEWLY rebuilt, good
shape. 1600 492-8749

•

310

Used
Cars
VEHICLES UNDER WOO!
Cars auctioned by IRS,
DEA. FBI nationwide
Trudis, toss, motorlicense computers and
morel Call bll taie,
1(903) 436-6867
Ext A-1801
1966 FORD 390 engine
3sp, herb runs good 1400
753-5318
1967 MUSTANG convert
bie, black p/s. auto new
paint, new upholstery,
$8,030 753 8869

1990 FORD Lariat F150
V8 50 power windows
air arrilm cassette rwS
pb tilt cruise auto dual
tanks bedliner factory
wheels 95 XXX miles
maroon & grey, sliding
glass window excellent
17.900
condition
436-5744
1990 JEEP Comanche
pick up Sap white. $6 000
753 5500
RED. 1993 Toyota 4X4,
excellent condition,
$12.900 759 9305

Campers

16FT camper trailer sleeps
6 gas stove, electric hook1972 FORD Galaxy 500, up new ores $850 obo
4dr, 24,XXX miles 12,000, 437 4909
like new, can be seen at
Solar Dr *318 753-1377 1984 JAMBOREE 26h mini
motorhome 36 XXX miles
1977 FORD LTD 2dr low
Extra clean with all convemileage excellent interior
niencesi Must see.
one owner 753-6931 after489-2726 after 5 30pm
noon or evening
1984 YELLOWSTONE
1978
LTD
FORD
3211 sleeps 6 roof au. cenBrougham. white, red intertral heat 20ft awning,
ior, extra clean car. $850
electric tongue lack, micro436-2427
wave extra nice, $7 950
_
1982 FORD Mercury LN7, Call 759-1987.
1900 good condition
FOR sale 1982 27t1 self
436-2528
contained Alio-Aly camper
1987 OLDS Toronado, Good condition new awn
good coosioon Clean well img in 1991 16.500 obo
maintained All power, very Call 502 753 8284
sporty, perfect graduation
present $33,950 Daytime MINI Winni camper excel753-0183, evenings & lent condition Also hot tub
753-4095
weekends 901-247-5524
1988 CHRYSLER Con
quest TSI great conditior(
64 XXX miles $5800 or
trade for truck 759-1016
weekdays
1989 BMW 3251 excellent
condition Power sunroof
windows & locks Leather
seats 6 tract cd player
Call 753-0919
1990 HONDA CRX HF
45,XXX miles, red extra
clean. 45 mpg, $7.195
753-0811
1991 LEXUS 250 ES
loaded 40 XXX miles
white & beige, nice one
owner, non-smoker,
$15,500 753-5500
1992 EAGLE Talon
loaded 753-8613 after
5 30pm

SAVE $4,000-1993
Coachmen 31ft travel
trailer like new $13200
527-8226

1974 GLASTRON ski boat
115 Johnson in dash depth
finder, foot control trolling
motor garage kept $3 100
obo 753 0653
1987 CHAPARRAI 20ft ski
boat 23011p double axel
trailer, mint condition.
$10,900 Call 753 4663
days 492-9479 nights
BASS boat outfitted $2400
obo 436 2463 after 6pm

GIBSON 1987 42 house
boat, twin 220 crusaders 2
AC/7-7, Kohler gen.
GRADUATION 1988 VW Flybridge/Bimini electron
Cabriolet convertible, triple ics excellent condition/
white. 79.XXX miles at, extra clean, $50.000
p/b. new top, asking 615 646 0327 (leave mes
$8 000 502-365-7849
stge) Picture spec
available
Ste
MINNKOTA bow -mount
Used
trolling motor. Model 599,
Trucks
8-speed, 41 thrust, foot con1976 K5 CHEVY Blaze
trolled, with 2 marine batteries Used very little. $350
4X4, 400 engine. sharp
Daytime 753-0183, even$4.500 436-5405
ings & weekends
1981 FORD pick-up, 901-247-5524
12.200 obo 492-8405
USED boats motors trail
ems & salvage parts for sale
Boat & motor repair All
work & parts guaranteed
Wayne Darnell Marine Re
pair, Hwy 121 S
502-436 5464

Grand Opening

Anniversary A
N
of
D Area Rug Gallery

Sale

L(CCatr:nr)

Just A Few Of The Carpet Sale Prices
Green Outdoor Grass
Berbers

$2.39 psy
Auto/Boat Carpet From 1 49PSY

• 36 oz. Commercial Plus
w/Aclion Back for

Commercial to Residential

Short Rolls

1/2 Price

$499
0,v

$349
PSY

Residential Plush
$399
Carpet
psy
from

'Over 650 Area Rugs
In Stock and On Sale

• Sizes from 20" x 40" to 10 x 14'

1 1 1 1 A Hauling moving
clean up odd lobs tree
trimming tree removal,
yard mowing. mulch hauling Free estimates Tim
Lamb 436-5744

A 1 A YARD Service tree
removal trim hauling
mulching & clean up
492-8254
Al TREE Service Stump
removal and spraying Free
estimates 753 0906 after
5pm 759 9816 753 0495
A 1 Tree trimming mulch
hauling & odd 'oft Paul
436 2528
ADDITIONS garages new
sun rooms wood &
metal studs Tripp Williams
builder 753-0563 ,

homes

ALL around yard work.
Mowing hauling odd ?Coin
trimming 437 4703
ANTENNA Repair and in
stallabon Repace or install
quality Channel Master an
tennas rotors and amp'
tiers Beasley s Antenna
Buchanan
Service
901 642 4077
ANTIQUE refinishing fur-

niture repair & tustom
woodworking 753 8056
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 maior
manufacturers All work
and parts warranted Ask
for Andy * The Appliance
Works 753-2455

BACKHOE SERVICE
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
installation, repair replacement 759-1515
BACKHOE Service ROY
HILL Septic system driveways hauling foundations
etc 759 4664
BACKHOE Service complete foundations septic
systems R H Nesbitt Masonry Phone 492 8516.
pager 762 7221
BeST rates for fawns
mowed 753 6986
B&G Maintenance, lawn
care, light hauling & landscaping Free estimates
Ask for Biil 759 4490
BOB'S Plumbing Repair
Service All work guaranteed. 753 1134 or
436 5832
BRYON S LAWN SERVICE Free estimates
753-4591
CARPORTS for cars and
trucks Special sizes for
motor home boats RVs
and etc Excellent protection, high quality, excellent
value Roy Hill 759 4664

CUNNINGHAM S Heating
and Cooling Service Complete installation and service Call Gary at
759 4754
CUSTOM bulldozing and
backhoe work septic systems 354-8161 after 4pm
D & D Lawn Care Free
estimates 489 2296

1 1 1 1 A Joe s mowing
trimming pruning tree re
moval Free estimates
436-2867

DECK Masters Reason
able rates for quality work
For your free estimates call
Rick. 753-6566 or Mic.
753-7864

1 1 1 A all around mowing
trimming hauling Mark
436-2528

DRYWALL finishing re
pairs additions and blow
ing ceilings 753 4761

1 1 1 A Hauling tree trimming tree removal cleaning out sheds attics & odd
lobs Free estimates
436-2102 Luke Lamb

ELECTRICAL Ron Hall
Heating Cooling & Electric
Inc Service sales and in
stallation (502) 435 4699
435-4327

$52 900

,
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CYLOR BUILDING

North of Parts, Tn.

CORPORATION

local

Over 6,000 Satisfied Customers
Since 1958

901-498-8161 or
1-800-264-4941

3418 Lone Oak Rd., Paducah, KY 42003

(502)554-3267

HADAWAY Construction
Remodeling vinyl siding
vinyl replacement windows vinyl flooring
436 2052
HANDY man services of
terltd carpentry esectn
can yard work panting
etc 759-1449
HEATING Ron Hall Heat
ingactooling and Electric
Co'llkarvice unit replace
ment and complete install
Don Licensed gas installer
Phone 435 4.699
JIM S Garden Service
Gardens breaking dis
king tilling Lawns seeding
& fertilizing new or existing
Blade work & bush Reasonable
hogging
rates 753-3413

LAWN care, rotor tilling
handyman fast reliable
service 436-5392
LICENSED for electric
gas 753-7203

and

(502)582-1800

ezr

Dial-A-Sereior is a handy &petit Milan running each Men
day tri the classifieds You gm a
2:1 display ad, regularly priced
at $10.00, for

P.4

Only $5 A Week!
(Mruarium of 13 wags.)
Stop by our offict today or dial 751-1916

klbricing
Around
The
Clock
For You!
Some advertising messages are neer
irv;
they're seen or heard for e
few seconds
and then they are

gone
It's not that way when you advertise
in classified Your message, in print
any time
can be read and re read
of the day or night .

When you're iooking-for ;eserrs
look to classified
One phone call
puts your ad in print and it keeps

on working for you
the clock

1.

a

right around

The Murray
Ledger & Times
Classified Ads
753-1916

LIGHT hauling tree trim
ming and removal Call
753 2320 leave message
MUFFLERS
brakes.
shocks service R&G Exhaust, 514 South 12th
Street 753 8868

IS
CUSTOM KJTCHEN CABRIETS
CUSTOad WOODWORKING

MULCH delivered Murray
436 5560
PAINTING interior, exterior House & mobile home
repairs Tuckpointng brick
work Free estimates Call
136 5009 436-5032
PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436 5255
RESIDENTIAL Roofing
Guaranteed work at reasonable rates Free estimates 25yrs experience
Repairs on old roof or new
construction Call Rick,
753 6566 or Mic,
753-7864
RILEY remodeling and
construction 489 2907

SEAMLESS gutters installed residential or commercial Servall Gutter Co
753 6433

Is your

TWO LOCATIONS

GERALD WALTERS
Roofing vinyl siding pant
mg Free estimates 18
years experience LOC.& re
terences 436 2701

CHIM Chim Chimney
Sweeps has 10% senior
citizen discounts We sell
chimney caps and screens
435-4191
COUNTERTOPS custom
Homes trailers offices
Wulff s Recovery Murray
436 5560

Advertisers!

GENERAL Repair plumbing rooting tree work
436 2642

ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair • Roofing siding
painting, plumbing concrete Free estimates Call
474 2307

ticket to an unbelievable 1555 sq. ft.
BRICK HOME. Three bedrooms, 2 full baths,
28' great room, eat-in kitchen, large master
suite, vaulted ceiling, fireplace, central heat &
air and many more amenities. Custom built
on crawl space. Garage, basement and other
options available. '

Fagg V/G, Agivvolle

GARDENS TILLED FON
SPRING PLANTING! Spe
c.,alizing in hard to get to
areas Small or Large gar
dens done Schedule early
for prompt service Cite
Rick day 759 9557 for a
,-tree estimate

CARROLL S custom garden tilling bushhogging
box grader, blade work
Free estimates Gerald
Carroll 502-492 8622

No other carpet furnishes you in print and by example,
the information Trust Mark does...
If you compare, you will see the difference.
11.) SY,C)ef

EXPERIENCED dry wall
teleran References aver
&Die 436 2060

APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore Westinghouse
30. years ex
WhirlpoolKITCHEN CABINET REBOBBY FACING
perience
Make your old
-5848'
HOPPER .436
•'Mew again with Formica Alt
colors free estimates
ASPHALT driveways sea
Wultt s Recovery Murray
led Reasonable rates free
KY 436-5560
estimates 753-8463

* Complete Children Selections
_
* Trust Mark Carpets in Stock!! *

?/9 1/i

Atte»tiost

:

All Types

Custom Woodworking
and

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• ow By And See Our Showroom •
409 Sunbury - Murray (Behind Bunny Bread)

753-5940

WOOD WORKS

Sin8
We want to help you with
any of your sign needs!
502-382-2306 Ph. & Fax
We accept MasterCard & Visa

-- i‘libeader

SEWING machine repair
Kenneth Barnhill 753-2674

Authorized
BRIGGS & MATTO'.
and KOHLER
Service Center

SHEETROCK finishing,
textured ceilings Larry
Chnsman 492 8742

Across from Southern States
Lamb's Small Engine

SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment Free estimates Day or night.
753 5484
THE Gutter Co Seamless
aluminum gutters, variety
of colors. Licensed insured Estimate available
759 4690
VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center, cleaning
servicing $15, most repairs
$35 Free estimates Route
Almo Open 9-12, 1-5,
Mon Fri . 753-0530
WANT mow yard (901)
644 1498
570
Wanted
STANDING timber or bm
ber lands Do yourself a
favor get our tree no obligation estimate before you
Call toll free
sell
1 800-447-8351 evenings

Need
Extra
Cash?
Your Ad Could

Simpfielly

101 Industrial Road
P.O. Box 247
Murray, KY 42071

BCS Tillers
Kevin Lamb
Richard Ldantb

Also Repair Work

753-2925

William Duncan
Building Contractor
Experienced builder of houses,
garages, pole barns & storage
buildings Also remodeling Call for
estimates. no Job too large or too
small

474-8267

RON HALL

HEATING, COOLING & ELECTRIC, Inc.
Cenral Hearing .5 Coo/wig Service S Installation
Electrical Service & Installation
Licensed Gas Merchant
1--11C1

M
ig
ekl
Ptim
N
ina
O
Murray, KY

(502) 435-4899

Be Here...
Clean out your
closets basement or
garage Advent's thesis
no briger needed'
items in the classifieds

753-1916

GUPTON'S

LAWN CARE
Complete Lawn Care S. Bush Hogging

EIKNMA7A9
Experienced • Dependable

For the best rams & friendly service...

CLASSIFIED

Call 489-21590
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Thirty years ago of the Year" for 1973 by Murray
Tea years ago
Approximately 1.400 school
Marine Pvt. David J. Denham, Chamber of Commerce at the
L'hildrr in Murray and Calloway
son of Dr. and Mrs. Herbert J. annual banquet. Charles 1
Denham, has completed recruit Weinschreider, vice president of
Counts in Grades One through
Four participated in a Poster Contraining at Marine Corps Recruit- marketing of Fisher-Price, was
S.C.
test, sponsored by local nutrition
Island,
Parris
speaker.
at
Depot
featured
ing
expected.
East showed out, as
in cooperation with
Adam
committee
president
Dr.
Two Murray men.
Dr. Harry M. Sparks,
and South played the ace and anSchool Systems.
County
and
UniverCity
MattingState
Martin
Murray
Fr.
and
of
Lanning
returned
emeritus
and
won
other trump. West
cashier of
Boyd.
M.
William
at
an
honorary ly, ran in the Mini-Marathon
the king of spades. ruffed by South. sity, will be awarded
Peoples Bank, spoke at a meeting
but declarer later keit a club trick doctorate at Murray State Univer- Kentucky Derby 'Festival April
of Murray Kiwanis Club held at
and went down one.
sity Commencement ceremonies 29 at Louisville.
Southside Restaurant.
In a sense the outcome vindicated on May 12.
Elected as officers of Captain
James 0. Williams of DepartVs'est's double, but &darer should
Births reported include a girl to Wendell Chapter of Daughters of
have made the contract. He should Mr and Mrs. Dv Dodd, April American Revolution at a meetment of Language and Literature
have taken the 'useless" spade fi 20. a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Wil- ing at the home of Mrs. Clifton
at Murray State College spoke at
nesse at trick three.
a meeting of Alpha Department
J.
22;
Livesay,
John
April
Mrs.
Key were
liam Franklin Robinson,
The finesse was sure to succeed. a bo) to Mr. and Mrs. James L. Miss Maude Nance, Mrs. Stephen
of Murray Woman's Club. New
since V.'est, for his notrump bid.
ed were Mrs. Wayne
officers-elect
Mrs.
24.
Hurt,
Max
April
Mrs.
Visher,
Parker,
could not have 16 to 18 points withWillie" Darnell,
Mrs.
Williams,
caught
Grogan,
Williams
Leon
Toy
Mrs.
Nance,
Murrayan
John
out the king of spades.(South could
and Ms.
Christopher
M.P.
Mrs.
a
with
tag
a
Wesley
Mrs.
wearing
Sturm,
Paul
Mrs.
crappie
a
own
his
in
see 23 high-card points
Henry.
ZebvRoselle
1984
and
the
in
McNutt
'Jesse
rig
Mrs.
boat
Waldrop,
hand and dummy,leaving East-West S9,000
Recent births reported at Murco Kentucky Lake Crappiethon Mrs. Price Doyle.
with only 17.)
Hospital include a girl to Mr.
ray
27
April
held
Open house was
Furtheesnoer the finesse was vi- Tournament.
Mrs. James Dunn and a boy
and
ago
Marshall
years
in
new
South
but
Twenty
the
purposes
at
.elird
tal, not for
and' Mn. Larry Bynum.
"Man
Mr.
to
as
Z.C. Enix was named
,Elcmoniarv School building.
order to be able toeliminate dummy's
vades and establish an endplay
DEAR ABBY
position against West.
Let's see how this would have
worked. After thespade queen wins.
DEAR MR POTTRATZ: Just
DEAR ABBY: I read the letter 65 years ago by someone convicted
declarer cashes the ace and ruffs you published from -Inmate of selling beer or whiskey. It took a as bootleggers were forced out
dummy's last spade. The effect of 711895" and had to respond.
commission headed by a fellow of business in 1933 when Prohithese plays is that dummy and dethat he smoked named Wickersham to bring an end bition was repealed, making the
stated
-Inmate"
clarer now have no mere spades or marijuana for 20 years, and during to the folly of alcohol prohibition.
sale of liquor legal (thus elimidiamonds. South then plays the ace that time, he also used cocaine. If
Surgeon General Elders has nating racketeering), the legaland another trump.
his consumption of those substances called for a similar commission to ization of drugs would put drug
West wins but must pay the piper. was so harmful; how was it that he study whether the benefit of some dealers out of business. It would

A Not-So-Foolish Finesse

EAST
•J 1098 2
•-7
•97 5•3
•96 2

WEST

•K 7 5 4
•K6
• A K .1 S
•Q 10 7

SOUTH
6
•A QJ 873
•Q 6
•A K J 5
The bidding.

West
1 NT

North
Pass
4V

East
2•
Pass

South
3V

Pass
Pass
Dble
Opening lead — king of diamonds.
This- deal comes from a high/stake rubber bridge game. West
doubled four hearts, which strikes
us as unwise because he could not
point to four probable defensive
tricks against a game contract voluntarily undertaken. Nevertheless,
that's what he did.
Westcashed the K-A ofdiamonds
and shifted to a low speck.. Declarer
saw no reason to finesse,since a club
discard on the ace of spades seemed
useless. So he went up with the ace
.____andled a trump.'

11

LOOKING BACK

CONTRACT BRIDGE

NORTH
•A Q 3
•LO 95•2
• 102
*8 4 3

He is compelled to return a club into
declarers A-K-J, or else yield a ruff
and discard by returning a spade or
a diamond. Either way, South
teadhes West a lesion about the folly
of a foolish double.

Tomorrow:Defensive strategy.

was married, had a good job, a
home in the suburbs and a clean
record? In other words, if used in
moderation, drugs do not prevent a
person from leading a normal, productive life.
--"il-s7reffer was muCh more of air
indictment against drug prohibition.
His letter could have been wntten

forms of drug legalization might
outweigh the tremendous cost of
prohibition.
Abby, if cocaine were a drug sold
by licensed dealcifis:Inakate 71-1895
ing his
would still be home sup

also guarantee governmentapproved quality, and the tax
on drugs would provide an
ongoing source of revenue for
drug-education programs. An
added plus: There would be far
-leas-e-rowdiwg rn our prisons-

ROBERT E. POTTRATZ, due to drug-related crimes. It's
MINNESOTA ATTORNEY something to consider.

DAILY COMICS
BLONDIE

By GARY LARSON

THE FAR SIDE

Forty years ago
Murray Hospital will hold open
house in observance of National
Hospital Week on May 9 from 2
to 5 p.m., according to Karl E.
Warming. administrator.
Miss Ruth E. Cok who was the
first director of Nursing Education at Murray State College hau,
been reappointed to the same
position to succeed Mary Alice
Harris, director for the past year.
Ellsworth Chunn, Educational
Direcor of National Association
of Manufacturers, spoke at Ladies
Night of Murray Rotary Club On
April 29 at Murray Woman's
Club House. A.B. Austin was
master of ceremonies.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Rob Roy Erwin,
April 23.
Mr. and Mrs. T.L. Collie will
be married 50 years May. 8.

DEAR ABBY: We have been
married for approximately 10 years.
This is a second marriage for both
of us. We both have children who
are over 30. The marriage is basically sound,except for one thing.
My husband's son snoops into
everything that is none of his business. When we got married. I
bought a house, and my new stepson immediately had a friend check
the records at the recurdPr's office to
find out how much I paid for it. He
also flew_to the city. where _we got
married and photecopied our marriage certificate.
I am a very private person and
am not used to this sort of thing. It
has given me ulcers. and I don't
know if I Can put up with this for
the rest Of my life. I would lile to be
able to tell him tactfully to sta.riut
of my business. He lives in the same
town and has the same first and.
middle names as my husband. '14.
NO NAME OR CITY, PLEASE

DEAR NO NAME: You do not
need a third person to let your
stepson know you want him to
stay out Of your business, nor
should you have to worry
about being tactful. Tell him, in
the same wordayou have told
me,and if he still doesn't get
the message, clip this out of
your newspaper and mail it to
him.
CALVIN and HOBBES

F -DR. GOTT

RELAX .

ialomst

STUP\O‘TI
PRODUCES
IlierOtES

thiSZ FiLIV;2!
rak
'

By Peter H. Gott. M.D.

CATHY

iarriat-

OF COURSE I IIIROUCrHT ANXIETIES FROIA PAST RELATIONSHIPS TO THIS RELATIONSHIP,
ALEK. DIDN'T 40U BRING ALL
IOUR OLD STUFF, Ito?
,

fes

tie

EMBARRASSING THOUGH IT
AM BE TO 6E HAULM& 100

THE ersECtiRITIES...114E

NEUROSES...AU.THE OLO STUFf
THE STUFF THAT DOESN'T EVEN
FIT ANYMORI%6MX,YOU CARRY
IT ',NNW*, JUST IN CASE...
THE ICKY STUff THAT WEIGit
DOWN 40111k BRAIN 3UST
WAITING FOR • coma To
LEAP OUT MO MOW DOWN
EVER4THING IN ITS PATH.

Times THE 4A64.016E, I Remain) SMUG THAT I'M 'TRAV-

ELLING BEIIER PREPARED.

CROSSWORDS

ACROSS

Work

1 Jewel (Fr )

6 Last
11 Business'
leader
12 Playwright
Eugene --14 Symbol.for
silver
15 Angered
17 Faeroe
Istands
whirlwind
18 Demure
20 Actress
Anouk -21 Clam genus
22 Make a
sweater
24 Remuneration
25 Mires
26 Pnm and '
proper
28 Thinly
scattered
30 Unclaimed

25
FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE

an
or
ses,
irage
all for
or 100

GARFIELD
HE HAS THE
CRAZED LOOK
OF A MAN
LIVING' ON
THE EDGE

Inc.

35 Mohammed's
daughter
38 --- 'busy
39 --- -- carte
43.- Untidy person
42 --- degree
43 Used a pen
45 Entertainer --Sumac
46 Thanks, in
Britain
47 Music
conductor
49 Is(Sp)
50 Enlarges
52 Ancient
Jewish
ascetic
- 54. Lopsided 55 Adjust again
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ASH
5-3i 1994 United Feature Syndicate
5 Not ready for

2 Integrated
circuit.
(abbr )
3 Baseballer
DiMaggio
4 Eugene
O'Neill s
daughter

31 Antlered
animal
32 Laborer
1

Answer to Previous Puzzle

DOWN
101 the past

mail
dept
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Mir
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6 Old-fashioned
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8 Composer --Rorem
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West dealer
Both sides vulnerable.
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DEAR DR. GOTT: I'm a 41 year-old
healthy female who is exhausted most
of the time and can barely stay awake
after midday I've had this problem all
my life. Your opinion?
DEAR READER: Chronic fatigue is

a challenging diagnostic problem that
can be caused by. many afflictions.
ranging from hypothyroidism and hidden infection to anemia and depres

sion. Because you have been exhausted for many years, you probably do
not have cancer or a serious infection,
such as Lyme disease, both of which
can cause chronic fatigue
I don't know what kinds of examina(ions and tests you have had, but - you need the services of an
clearly
internist, a diagnostic specialist, to
discover the source of your symptom,
37 Degrade
using blood tests and X-rays.
40 --- Angeles
Ask yourdoctor to refer you to a col43 --- Street
league or to the diagnostic clinic in a
Journal
teaching hospital. Most cases of
44 Gaelic
once
47 Roman 1 051 chronic fatigue are treatable
48 Forerunner of the diagnosis has been made

11
ill•
53 Engineer's

II
ill

ill

Mil•

ill

iii

lil

9 Three toed
sloth
10 - of London
linsurance
company)
11 Nails
13 Rent
16
Camera
19 Jewish
language
21 Darkly
23 Correspond
25 Milk shakes
27 Foot part
29 Edible seed
32 Colors
33 Canadian
capital
34 Most unusual
35 Not so
thin
36 Instant

DEAR DR. GOTT: Would you corn
"'tient on the success (or failuj&'i of
surgery for stress incontinence?.
Several of my friends and I would like
to be more active in sports, but this
deters us from participating What
does the surgery entail?
DEAR READER: Stress incontinence (the leakage of urine during
straining, coughing'or sneezingi is acommon problem in women, especially those who have experienced childbirth.
In my view, surgery usually provides an effective cure, if the use of a
pessary Ito support.the biaddewer
Kegel exercises (to improve bladder
control) fail to solve the problem.
During the operation, the gynecolo
gist repositiohs the bladder and may
remove the uterus, which often sags
deep into the pelvis and affects a
.
woman's ability to hold her urine
Of course, the success of surgery
depends largely on the skill of the sur
geon. Nonetheless, when properly
performed, the operation can make an
enormous difference for an active
woman.
I suggest that you obtain an opinion
from a qualified gynecologist
To give you more information. I am
sending you a free copy of my Health
Report "An Informed Approach to
Surgery." Other readers who would
like a copy should sehd $2 plus a long,
self-addressed, stamped envelope to
P.O. Box 2433, New York, NY 10163.
Be sure to mention the title

(ebb,)

For futher information, you should
write to the Chronic Fatigye Immune
Dysfunction Syndrome Foundation,
9)15 Mission Street, Suite 425, San
Francisco, CA 94103
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Herndon and Bennett honored

I

2111DGESTOHE
S375
Radial,2 steel belts, RCOT construction, S rated(up to
112 mph) whitewall, primarily for domestic cars in 70,
75 and 80 series sizes.
155/80R13$44
$48
$52
$58
ASO-195/75R14
205/75R14
$63

215775R14
205/75R15
215/75R15
225/75R15
235/75R15

n•-•

Donna Herndon and Wayne Bennett were honored as the Humanitarian of the Year and Rotarian of the
Year at the Murray Rotary Club's
70th Annual banquet The banquet
was held April 28 at MSU's Curris
Center Ballroom.
"The Humanitarian of the 'scar
award is presented each year to
individual who has made a positive
impact upon humanity through outstanding community serve in
Murray-Calloway County," said
Bill Wells, Murray Rotary Club
president. "Donna Herndon has
proven herself very worthy of this
award through her outstanding
work with the Calloway County
Family Resource Center and the
many other committees and boards
with which she is involved.'
"If 1 could cut this award into
hundreds of pieces and distribute
them to the people in this community who have been part of our
program,! would feel better about
accepting it," said Herndon.
"Wayne Bennett was chosen as
Rotarian of the Year because of his
outstanding contribution to Rotary
service on a local and international
basis," Wells said. Bennett's idea to
publish and market a book featuring
101 of the best fund-raising ideas
from Rotary clubs across the nation
has raised over $12,000 for the
Murray Rotary Club's scholarship
programs.
"This is a treat pleasure and
honor. I'm not st_m_t_desermit..
wife, Nettie, deserves a lot of credit

Donna Herndori was named Humanitarian of the Year She Is shown
with Rotary President Bill Wells,

HOG MARKET

Wayne Bennett, left, was recently named Rotarian of the Year. He Is
Shown with his wife, Nettle, and Rotary President Bill Wells.

Iroisra-Stan Norte nesse 1art4so Mag3, 19114
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GUM .23.-.50 Maw Some mealy .1/11-LO• lower
130-11-01.21
US 1-3 3311130 a..
US 210.231
134.50-30.1111
LS 3.3 130.360
1131.0*-301111
US 14 140.1711 a..
Sum
LS 1.3 271-3S0 lba
1131.01-30J0
1314141-31.110
US 1.3 MINIM
LS 1-3 MIASIS lba
S31.110-31.34
S34.410-311.01
LI 1-3 SU sad up
LS 13 3110.500 lb..
13‘10.284.10
Soon 121.91.21.341

Sophisticated performance radials. 80,000 Mile Limited Tread
Wear Warranty Smooth, quiet ride, exceptional handling, allseason capability in S-rated blackwall 60, 65, and 70 series.

Investments Since 1854

Stock Market
Report
Prices as of 9 AM
Company

Smooth,quiet ride on-road. S-speed-rated. Warranty.
Dueler 30 Day Tria1.2
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31/1050R15....a or $106
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Plus F.E.T.

Bridgestone will replace your tires charging you only for the miles used. Certain and
exceptions and restrictions apply. See store for details.

Nationwide Road Hazard Warranty

* FREE Tire Replacement
..r

* FREE Flat Repair
* FREE Tire Rotation
* FREE Roadside Assistance
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for pushing me along," Bennett
said.
Lois Sparks was awarded with an
honorary membership to the Murray
Rotary Club because of the loyalty
and commitment she has shown
through the years.
Wilson Gantt, past district governor for the Kentucky district of
Rotary International,announced the
new Paul Harris FellowS: David
Roos, Paul and Cheryl Dailey, and
Rick and Vickie Jones. Paul Harris
Fellows are individuals who have
either contributed $1.000 to Rotary

Retirement reception for
Eversmeyer Wednesday
Dr. Harold Eversmeyer will end
31 years of teaching at Murray State
University on this year. Eversmeyer, who has been interim chairman of the department of biology
since 1992 and a professor in that
department since 1964, will be
honored at a reception on Wednesday. May 4, from 2-4 p.m. The
reception will be held in the Curris
Center dance, lounge.
Before cofning to MSU, Evers-.
meycr had a fellowhip at Kansas
State University for four years. He
also spent time working with the
Kansas Agriculture Extension Service and served two years in the
United States Army. He received
his bachelor's degree and his Ph.D.
from Kansas State University and
also attended Arizona State University, Cornell University and Ottawa
(Kan.) University.
While at Murray State, Eversmeyer has been a member of Alpha
Zeta, Gamma Sigma Delta, Phi

Kappa Phi, Sigma Xi, the Kentucky
Academy of Science, the Helminthological Society of Washington,
the American Phytopathological
Society and the Sociey of Nematologists. He hs been active. on
numerous campus committees and
has been named to Who's Who in
American Education (Science),
Who's Who in Frontier Science and
Technology, and American Men of
Science and Personalities of the
South.
In 1984 he received the Distinguished Professor Award from the
Kentucky Academy of Science and
MSU Distinguished Professor
Award.
Eversmeyer has participated in a
wide range of professional and
research activities, and has authored
many publications and given a number of presentations.
The public is invited to attend
Eversmeyer's retirement reception.

DEATHS
Mrs. Emily Jean Merrill
Final rites for Mrs. Emily Jean Merrill were Monday at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of Miller Funeral Home of Murray. Ralph Hale officiated.
Pallbearers were Jim Spindleman, Jerry Spindlcman, Don Spindleman, Mark Spindleman, Leonard Ragdol and Charles ,Vandewater.
Burial was in Murray Memorial Gardens.
Mrs. Merrill, 69, Oak Street, Murray, died Saturday at 3:05 p.m. at
Marshall County Hospital, Benton. She was the widow of John
Harvey Merrill.
Survivors include one local nephew, Don Spindleman, Hardin; four
cousins, Charles Vandewater and wife, Gladys, Kingwood, Texas,
Bobby Warren Hodges and wife, Toodie, Allen Park, Mich., Evelyn
Ridgway, Crawford. Okla., and Dorothy Iverson and husband, John,
Hoffman Estates, Ill.

Mrs. Pearl M. Thorn

Are You Earning

Services for Mrs. Pearl M. Thorn will be Wednesday at 10 a.m. in
the chapel of Miller Funeral Home of Murray. The Rev. Paul Bogard
will officiate. Mrs. Oneida Whiter will be organist and soloist. Burial
will follow in _Bethel Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 2 p.m. today (Tuesday).
Mrs. Thorn, 82, Dexter, died Sunday at 1:20 p.m. at her home.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Marell Sheridan and husband,
Adolphus, Rt. 1, Hazel; six sons, Charles Thorn and wife, Betty, Chicago, Ill., Wayne Thorn and wife, Diana, Rt. 1, Hazel, and Dan Thorn
and wife. Mildred. Dale Thorn and wife, Laura, Bobby Thorn and
wife, Judy, and Ronald Thorn and wife, Phyllis, all of Dexter; 25
grandchildren; 32 great-grandchildren; three great-great-grandchildren.

Interest Rate
% Guaranteed
For One Year?
No Amaral Fees!
Guaranteed Return of Principal!
Multiple Income Features!
Call Now For Mort laforreatioa
On Tax-deferred Amenities

M. WAYNE
BENNETT

Charles W'Barrett

Bennett Ins.
Services, Inc.
502-759-1880

.
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International or who have had
someone contribute that amount in
their name. "There are 56 Paul
Harris Fellows in our club which
has 121 members. Few clubs have
almost 50% of their members that
are Paul Harris Fellows. This- is
quite a distinction for us," said
Wells. A Paul Harris Fellowship is
bestowed Upon the Rotarian of the
Year. Paul Harris is the founder of
Rotary International.
Approximately 200 guests were
entertained by "Chuck's Swingin'
Buddies" and Paige Gross.

Perm 1311.AN 10

Graveside services for Charles W. Barrett were Monday at 3 p.m. at
Elmwood Cemetery, Equality, Ill., with the Rev. T.Y. Williamrofficiating. Vickery Funeral Home, Equality, was in charge of
arrangements.
Mr. Barrett, 64, resident of Fountain View Nursing Home. Eldorado. Ill, died Saturday at 9:17 p.m. at Ferrell Hospital, Eldorado.
-Survivors include three sons, Carl Barrett, Murray, John Barrett, St.
Peters, Mo., and Dale Barrett, Sandwood, Wash.; six grandchildren.
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Letters from Southwest Elementary
I love my mommy because she
is special. I go to the mall on
Mothers Day. My moms name is
Cathy.
Lon Jenkins

Class of
Diana Jones
I luv my mom. I can not get mi
mom a presit.
Melissa Joyce

I love my mom very much. My
mom's name is Melanie. She is
very special to me. Mother's Day
is fun. She takes me evry where.
Hillary Lowe

I love my mommy because she
takes me to the zoo and to her
work.
Stefanie
I love my mom because she
will not have to be with Adam.
So we can play games.
Jaron Kormelink
I love my mom my becaues she
takes me to Pagliais.
Dustin Wilson
I love my grandmornmy when
we go to cow sales.
Lucas McCalloh

I love my mom because every
time she goes to Wal Mart and
I'm not with her she buys me
something.
Candice Wood
I love my mom because she
makes me stuff. I love my mom
because she takes me to places. I
love my mom because she takes
me out to eat. I love my mom
because she takes me to my
brother's bacc ball games.
Kim Myatt

I love my mom because she
will get me a X-men. She takes
me lots of places. She always
hugs me when I go to school.
David Robertson

I love my mom because she
takes me to Dairy Queen. She
pays for my food.
Kristen Parks

I love my mom because my
mom goes to the store. She will
kiss me.
Justin Alexander

I like Mother's Day because I
get to give my mom A present
every year. My mother takes Me
every where because I can't
Drive yet. My Mother's name is
Renata. and I Love my mommy.
Whitney Bogard

I love my mom because she is
nice, her name is Bonnie. She
takes me places that I have not
been before. "Happy Mothers
Day" all the Mommys out there!
Jessie Allams

I love my mommy because she
takes me places. I love my
mommy very much. I am sorry
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I love my mom because she
takes me everywhere.
Matt Butterworth
I love mom because she loves
my puppy. She cleans my room
for me. She makes good dinners.
She lets me go plates. She takes
me to my friend's house.
Scott Murphy
I love my mommy because she
is special and mi mommy takes
me to the mall.
Courtney
I love my mom because she is
nice. She is tired because of
work.
Sarah
I love my mommy because she
buys me clothes, and she is
special. and she takes me to the
mall to buy me treats on Mothers
Day I give her a gift.
Maegan Coles
I love my mom because she
makes me stuff. She takes me to
places. I love my mom because
she is a good mom.
Jacob McGinnis
I love my mom because she
takes me to Toys R Us and she
let's me buy me a toy.
Cory Paytes

I like Mothers Day It is nice
bekause I get to give my mom
presents. Thais bekaus I like it.
Jesse Bullard

I love my mom because she
lets me play basketball in the
house. I like my mom because
she takse me to the Dairy Queen.
I love my mom because she takes
me to Kmart. And she lets me by
a toy. I love my mom.
Chris Williams
I like my mom because she is
in the family. She does nice
things for me. She loves me.
Kyle Rogers
I love my because she takes
me places and she gives me hugs
and kiss and she gets me off and
on the bus and she is nice to me
and she is good.
Tara
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live my mom. Let me stay up.
Steven Rader
Dear Mom,
I love you. Happy Mother's
Day. I love you. I love you
mommy.
Shawn Wilkinson
My Momy
I love my mom because she is
pretty.
Brittany Coffins

Lverything you
can imagine for
less than
you think.

Don't forget
your Mother on
Mother's Day!
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I love my mommy because she
is nice to me. You cook supper
for me. I like my mommy
because she takes care of my
baby sister. Happy Mother's
Day.
Love. Leah
Dear mom,
I love my mother because she
lets me stay up late when its not a
school night.
Alex Knight

Dear Mom,
I love my mother because she
makes me happy.
Love, Jordan
Happy Mother's Day. I love
you. You let me woch TV. You
tuck me into bed.
Brandon Dowdy
I love you Tammy.
Tabitha Douglas
Momomy,
I love mom, you are pretty
mom.
Aliscia Driver
I love my mother cuz she cares
for me.
Landon Slawson
I love my mother.
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7534488
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'
•
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She is

preuy. She loves me.
Heather McKnight
Dear mom,
I love because you read books
to me to make my bed. You
make supper. You good day.
Love,. Rathael Courscy
Dear Mommy,
Happy Mother's Day. I love
you because you nice to me.
Benjamin Han
I love mom beause she is nice.
Clint Cornelison
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I love my mother she lets me
sta up. Happy Mother's Day.
Mi. McCuiston

Ann Haney

no
no

MIN
MEM
MIS
NMI

Dear Mom,
I love you. Happy Mother's
Day. I like you because your
nice to me. My mom takes to the
store.
Blake

Happy Mother's Day. My
mom loves me and I love her.
Aleisha Galloway

Class of

MOM

MUM

Nam

-

sometimes. Thank you for taking
me places. I love you very much.
Love Summer
Summer McCurdy

• See Page 4
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Letters from Robertson Elementary
Class of
Marilyn Dill
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Pear Mom,
_ • I Love you miarn. And your
the best mom I evr had and I love
•
you.
Your dutcr Jesse
Deer Mothre,
Whcn I get oot of skole I will
tank you for the happshss that
you gave me. - I love you mom.
From Preston
Dear Mommy.
I like the way you cooked that
hamberger. I think you are the
best mom in the whole wid
world. I love you mommy. I like
when you lahfh.
Love, Matthew
Dear Mom,
I love my mom. She is a good
mom". I no you love me.
From Michael
Dear Mom,
hike all of you adias. You are
the best mom in the world and the
best person. Thank you for
helping look for the alumanam
cans over the spring brake.
Thank you for letting me cook.
Love, Bunga
Dear Mom,
I love you mom. Thank you
for helping me. You are a good
clenr.
Love, Cody

ttY

'CS

rubcr snak under your pclow. I
like it when wit play with me.
love you.
Love, Rachel
Dere Mom,
I think that you are the best
mom in gaikse. hike it when you
play 'bacsit ball with me.
_
Love, Jared
Dear Mom,
I think aubot you at school. I
love you a lot. I am so glad you
went to the L.B.L. with my class.
I love the way you • cook.'
Love, Mackenzie
Class of
Lynda Purcell
My mom is special because
she gives me hugs and kisses. I
love her more than i like my
friends. And she is nise to me.
Love, Joseph William
Winningham IX
I love my mother. She gives
me candey. My mom wolks with
.rfie -N,She loves me.
Love, Kayla Crutcher
I love my mom because she
gives me hogs and kisses and we
go bike riding. I just love my
mom.
Love, Grant Rudolph
I love mi mom kus she bike
rides with me. And she plays
with me. I love you mom. I love
you kus you read to me and you

wush TV with me. I love you
MOM.

Bryan Nixon
• I love my mother because. she
takes walks in the woods with
me: She let's . rte have funds
come over. She helps me when I
fall down. She let's me go to the
groshre stor.
Love, Ashley Fannin
I love my mom she is thcr wen
you ncd her. She is special to me.
She loves mc too. She is nis to
me. I love her.
Love, Nicole Darnall
She is special to me. She
take's care of me. She is nice to
me. I love her. She read's story's
to me.
Love, Kathleen Stcihfeldt
I love my mom because she
hugs and kisses me. My morn is
rcaly nice. I miss my nicia.- We
go bike riding. YOU give me
candy. You are specal to
Love, Cory ZirbJ.-.
I love my mom because she
lets me play Sega Genesis everyday and lvoes me. And when I
come horn she says hi everyday.
Love, Artasia Harris
I love you mom. I'm happy
that you showed me that you are
nice and I love you for bringing
mc my PuPPY.
Love, Keith Gorham

I love my mother. Nty mother
M% mother pla.Ns ith
is nice.
me. She play Nintendo %kith me.
Love, Logan Anderson

because she les's me go -to Jr.
mart and her love makes me
happy.
J. Marcella Cavitt

I love you Mom. You are ni)
fa% onte nioin. You give me hugs
and kisses and you tuck mc in.
Love, Brooke Steiner

I love me mom became she
got me a dog. She is pretty. She
got me-a swiming pull. She is
nice. She get's me dressis. I hn e
my mom very nuitch.
Megan Underwood

Class of
Lisa Skillein
I love my mom bccocs she
plays with mc. I like my mom.
She is pretty.
Latcna Sanchez
love my mom because she is
-nice. And because she loves me.
And because she tas inc to the
parr.
Kim Culp
I love my mom because she
loves me. She takes me tiai,the
store and hleps me with my
homewrok. She is nice to me.
She cooks for me. I love my mon
because she loves me varey
much.
Kristin Sutton
I love my mom because she
bot me a rabbit. She bot me a
dog. She is nice, she is pretty.
She got me makeup.
Sarah Polivick
I love my mom because she
loves me. I love mom two

love my mom: She gives me
dohs. She is geting mc a
bunkbid. Matthew Duncan .

I love my mom because she
loves me. I love my mom
because she love me. I love mom
she get me toys. I love my mom
she is nice. I love my mom.
Corey Reed
I love my mom because she
taks me plasis and she love me
and I love her.
Austin Cohoon
I love my mom because she
plays blcbool with me sum days
and she kles up my room.
Josh Holt

See Page .5

Dear Tammy,
I love you mom. I like your
food. I like you.
Your son, Nick

•

Dear Mom,
Your the best mom I evr had.
Your good at wrking at school. I
love you mom.
Love your baby doll, Mallory

IS
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c.
C.

•

I love m—y—nioni because she
will make pcsuc (or mc and she
will bice me toys.
Andre v' Cain

Dear Mom,
I like how you work with the
kids.. Your the best mom. I love
you.. Thank you for helping,
Mom. Your my favrotie. Your
the best in the world.
Love your sweetharte, Carrie

Custom Designed
Kitchens and Baths

Dear Mom,
I love you mom. I like when
you play ball with me. Mom I
like when I'm a bus rider so when
I get to your offic you give me
something to cat and something
to drinke and you give me some
letters to stamp. Your the best
mom in the world.
Love, Tyler

Tour Local Certtfied Marble Manufacturer"

Thornton Tile
and Marble Inc.

Dear Mom,
I like the way you prutind that
you are going to hit me on the
head with a newspaper. I love it
when you tikel mc when I put a

On this Mother's Day
Give Mom a gift she will
cherish. Choose from our
,wide variety of prints,
frames, sculptures and
silk plants.
"Home of the Ultimate in Custom Framing"
The
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Letters from Southwest Elementary
Class of
Debbie Stinnett

had to kids. happy mothers day.
Robin Barnes

I love my mom because...
She helps mc get threw hard
moments, and she's very very
nice. She married a nice'dad.
She has a bed that was her
Grama's now it's mine, and she

I love my mom. My mom is
nice. She helps me sometimes. I
like my mom. She lets me blow
bubles she lets my? friend come
in she is very nice!love my mom

she lets me get a toy and bubles to
she is very nice! love my mom
she tcts me get a toy and bubles to
she is my best mom ever she is
very very nice mom i ever had in
the whole wide world.
Amanda Long

I love my mom because....
She lets go to the park and she
is nice and she helps me on my
relly hard porlbms.
Rakeshia Burks
I love my mommy. I love my
mommy. She is nice. I love my
mommy. I love my mommy.
Wen she thinkes of me. I think of
her. I love my mommy. I love
my mommy. becausecks she is
the best mommy in the would.
Ashley Adcock
I love my mom because...
She is nice and she lets me
play with Ralcshia.
Scottie

1/4 eve
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$9.00
Special $9.00
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"A Special Plant
For A Special Indy"
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I love my mom because...
She looked'nice on her prom
day. she wor a pinck dress and
she lets me go to Melisa. Oh I
Love my mommy very mush she
it so nice.
Amber Leigh Kimbro
Why I Jove my mom...
• •
• •

!!1

1.
pI

•4_
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I love my mother because...
She buys me toy and tither
stuff she took me to resunts.
Robert Bickerton

• See

Page
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Patio &
Garden
Accessories:
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Starts with
a gift

Statuarys
Sundials
Windchimes
Placemats
Napkins
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Large Selection of Beautiful Mixed Pots

Southside
Shopping
Center

Hoffman'sy
111-F 8-5.

94 East of Murray

I love my mom because...
She biy's me prensent's for
Christmas.
Chris Scott Bartlett

Maker% bay

.4•;

Japanese Maples...°32.50 & up

I love my mom because...
She buys me stuf at all of the
stors.
Jeremy Herndon

A SPECIAL

$2
8 & Up

Beautiful Gerbera Daisy... gal. $6.00

•a

I love my mom very, very
much. Because she buys me toys
and all of my basketball things
that I need. She bugs baseball
thing that I need too. She plays
tennis and Basketball and Baseball with me. She helps me a lot
on piano.
Kelly Taylor
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Letters from Robertson Elementary
FROM PAGE 3
cry
toys
ings
ball
lays
aselot

I love my intim because she is
nice. She gets mc clothes. She
lets me got to my friends house
and play with them. She takes
me to the store with her: I love
her because she bought mc a
hamster.
Love, Bradley Steiner
Class of
Janet Shepherd
Why I love my mom Beaus
she help me wine I need it. She
draws me stuf thct I can colcr.
and she bilds suf with me.
Bryan Rogers
Why I love my mom She takes
me to fun places. She loves me
alot. She lest me do what I wat to.
Those are my reasons whiy I love
mom.
Stephen-Michael Slate David
Why I love my mom She hilps
me cean my room. She hilps me
cean my play room.She hilps me
cean my baby brother's room.
By Justin Neil Arnold

Why I love my mommy I love
my mom bccos she is a nice lady.
I like to carry her to school, and
pick her up. I like my mom becos
she drives mc to Opreland. i want
to say "I love you to much"!
Emi McFarlen
Why I love my mom My mom
lets me have money when I be rill
good and sometimes I save it.
Sometimes she helps me get well
and I like it. Why I love my
mom? She buys a new tire for my
bike when I have a flat tire.
From Matthew

for :me. She helps me pick up
toys. She treats me nicely. She
helps me do everything and stuff.
I like her and I love her.
Luke Pritchett
Why I love my mom Because
she helps me learn. I like my
mom because she is nice. h like
my mom because she drives me

places. "I just want to say that I
love my morn."
By Brcanna Volp
Why I love my morn My morn
hcps me by cleaning my cats
litrbox and she iris to wake me up
but I don't get up. My mom hcps
me by puting a Band. Aid on mc.
She heps me git'up when I full

down.
Mallory Cunningham
Why I love my morn She helps
me get drest. She tacks me
sv.vmming to. Sometimes she
macks my lunch. She plays with
me. She byse me close. She tacks
II See Page 6 .
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Why I love my mon} My mom
tacks me sweming and she tacks
me to the prck. She plays whith
me and I slepc whith her wine I
have bad dreams.
By Leanna Strickland
Why I love my mom She buys
me a toy. She lets me ride my
motor.She takes me to Wal-Mart
to get a toy. I would give her a
ring. Happy Mothers Day.
Zack Apple
Why I love my mom My mom
makes my bed. She does laundry

All Diamond Jewelry

Engagement Rings - Right Hand Rings Men's Diamond Rings - Diamond Pendants Earrings - Anniversary Bands

20-25% Off
Ladies' & Men's

Stone Set Rings

To Special Mothers

EVERYWHERE
4'4)1
Mother's Day was observed in 1907
_ at the request of Anna Jarvis of
Philadelphia, PA, who asked
her church to hold a service in
memory of all mothers on, the
anniversary of her mother's death.
Throughout the years. Mother's
Day has become an annual oppors
tunity to thank Mom for being the
wonderful person that she is: Don't
miss the chance to tell your Mom
thank you on Sunday. May 8.

.H. Churchill Funeral Home
tri)ttwc)i4
0rni
~-warr P-4
201 S. 3.4 Street

Murray

753-2411

Terry & Karen bows • Owner.

30%

Off

For That Special Mom

Mother's Rings
Set Your Way In Store

200/0

10 Kt Gold

14 Kt Gold

Chaim & Bracelets Chains & Bracelets

50% 25%
Off

Off

Credit Cards Welcome

COOK'S
JEWELRY
753-1606

Central Shopping Center. Murray
42071
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Letters from Robertson Elementary
me'buy a new bike. She let' me
buy a toy.
Brett Austin Steiner

-FROM PAGE 5
me shoping to. I love my ..
mommy very very much. She
tacks me to Nash vet and Paducah
to. She is very very very good to
me. She lets me sleep with her.
She helps me peck up my toys.
. Maggie Tate

Stephen's Mother's. Day Story
I like my mother bccuse she lets
me and my brother play supernintendo. My mom loves me. I
love my mom too. My mom gets
me stuff. My mom lest me go
outside on nice days.
.
Stephen Parker

Why I love my mom Because
she doesn't give me whipper's.
Why I love my niom I love my
with a belt.-She .gives me hugs
winom
because she helps mc jump
and -kisses. She gives me toys..
rope
and
because she helps me
And then she goes to the store
bake cookies.
and gets_ me :drinks and fruit
'Jackic Reed
rollups.
Ryan Hayden
love my mom! My
Why
mom is a good mom she bot me a
-Why I love my mom. We
slinky. My mom is nice bccus she
rolrbladed togethr. She tack's me
took me to Paducah and she took
to the park. She tacks me swemme to Toys Are Us. And she took
ingloo! She helps me when i am
to the Paducah Wall Man. It
me
sick.,
is very very big and she took me
Anna Thomas
in the park. When I got home.
. Jennifer McKnight
Why I love my mom She helps
mc clean up my room, she let's
Why I love my mother I love
mc roller blade. She doesn't
my
mom because she is nice. She
let's
She
likes
mc.
She
me.
spank

takes me to my ball practice. She
lets me ride my four wheeler. She
hugs mc. She kisses me good-.
night.
Jeffrey Franks
'Why I love-my mother t love
my mother because shc gets me
everything I ask for. She reads
mc stories. She gives me a hug and kiss at night.
Dylan Ankrum
Class of
Mary Gail Johnson.
Dear Mom,
I love you. You are spashol.
Thank you for ridcing my bike
with me. Thank you for comcing
to my programs at school. Tokcing me in aid reading mc bed
time storys. Robing my back at
night. Thank-You for helping me
with my home whrk. Thank you
for being my mom.
Love Cindy Blalock
Dear Mom,
Thank you for letting me go to
my mcma and pawpas cvry suifi-

mcr vacation. Thank you for
taking care of mc when I'm sick.
And I think your the best mom in
the .whole world. And for fixing
my favrite foods. And going friM
%silent had to have my TB test.
And letting me stay up late on
Stunlay. And kipping mc with
my math. And playing Monopoly Junior with me. And help
ping in computer lab. .
Christopher Wade
Crafton
Deaf Mom
Thank you for taking mc shopping. I love you so mutch. Thank
you for helping me on the cornpuetcr and Thoste of all thank you
for piing Hope away from me
when I'm working. Thank you
for taking cer of mc when I got
hcrt or when I was sik. Thank
you for tcching me how to yoos
the micerwayv. I'm sory that you
got hart when we were coming
out of Chanies house. I love you
so so mutch.
Love Hayley Treider
Dear Mom.Thak you for helping me pick
up my room:I Hite when you tuck
me in my bed. Thak you for
helping me with my math home
work. I hope You feel bete:I love
you.
Love Taylor Houston
Dear Mommy
Thank you for rideing whith
me on my bisccil. Thank you for
leting me fix the ice crcm.
Love Billy Coker

6-8
Sunday-May

Saturday,
SVV.CINLISCIAIDES:
Friday,

Dear Mom,
I love you thank you for
cooking my food. Mommy you
arc so nice. I'm glad that you arc
my mommy.
Love, Shaunna Ray
Dear Mommy,
Thank you for helping met
when I get hurt. I like it when you
rub my back sometimes. I like it
when you helped me lean how to
ride a two wheeler._
Love Sarah Meier
Dear Mom,- .
Thank you for scting up
"Mean Streets" on the computer.
Thank you for takeing caire of
me when I was sick. Thank you
for fixing my glasses.
Love Max Bishop
Dear Mom,
I love you be ckos you do put
me to bed. Thak you for tech me
haw I, swim. I love you mom.
Love, Shanna Parrish
Class of
Rebecca Cunningham
Dear Grama
You arc speshl too me. You
helpc me alot. You helpe me on
my home work. I get it right sum
times. I think you are good too
mc. I love you. You help me
clean the house. You are right
sum times. I love you.
From Jamie Cannon

•See

Page 7

Say "Thanks'4 and
"I Love You"
with a gift from

Beverage

tNCII Cltoice of Potato Pie.
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Shopping
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Letters from Robertson Elementary
yc
when you take me to the swimming pool. I like when you take
me to the mall. You biy me
clothes and toys. I love you bcc us
you let me pant my T-shirt.
Love, ICaci Carpenter

FROM PAGE 6
for
you
are

Dear Mommy
1 love you becuse you can
make me happy and you are
speshil. I love you becuse you
will take me any were I want to
go. I love you becuse you will
take me to play pool at Sporty's. I
love you because you make me
good food. I love you bec use you
will take me to gatknborg. I love
you becuse you will read me
story's cvry night.
Love Heather Fox

mel
ou
ke it
w to

up
titer.
e of
YOU

put
I me
•
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Dear Mom,
I love you becuse you get me
some things that! Want. You read
books to me evry night. I like you
becuse you love me! I love you
very much! I like you very much
too! I like you. I love you!
Love your doter, Chelsea
•
Noffsingcr
Dear Mommy,
I luve you because you let me
go out side my tim I whnt to and
you cook good food and you let
mc hay a snak any tim I shut to.
You cook good corn on the cob
and you let me woch cartoons my
tim 1 wont to and I like you
because you let me ride my bik
my tim I wont to.
From Michael Windsor

Dear Mom
I love you very much becaus
you are my mom. You are very
nice. i like wen you take me to
the swimming pool. I like you
bccaus you set food on the table.
You are speshl. I like you because you coock for me. and
becaus you are putty. Thank you
for are new house in the cuntre. I
like you.
Love Natasha Garland
Dear Mom,
I like when you take us to the
stor. And we have fun, you biye
us pczzu. Im glad I have a mom.
Luvc Brandon Toomey

You
e on
sum
too
me
ight .

Dear Mom,
You are very nisc and speshil.
I love you more then 100 pounds.
,You cook me good things to eat.
You take me to the little park on
are street. I like when you take
me to baskiball games. I like

Dear. Mother,
I love you Mother. And you
love me too. My mother is nice. I,
help my Mother. I love you.
From A lyson
. I love my mother becas she
helps me with my home werc.
Me, mother is nis,
Russ Wimberley

Dear Mom
I love you bccus you cook
good food 1 like. It is good i You
put my bed sheets on for me-. You
ckn the dishis and you fics
brafis. It is verey fwd. I like it
'Love Carl Benson

Dear Mother
I love my mother becus she
will love me too. She picks
flowers for me. My mother by
mc,a snack. My mother is nies.
Antonio Kendall

Class of
Genese Reid
Why I love my Mother I lose
my morn because she is nice and
I love you morn.
Brittany Green
Dear MotherWhy I love my mother she is,
gets me up n the morning.
Chris Lopez

Dear Mom,
I love mi mom,she reds books.
Wn I kum horn she les us hay
snaks. She.kuks deur fur us. Im
glad I haf a mom.
Frum Desiree Reader
Dear Mommc
I love you verey much. I love
you because you put food on the
table. I love you because you
take me to the bech. I love you
becase you made me bruthers
and sesters.
Your dawter Ralisha Oliver

Dear Morn-I lik whin you ckn the haous at
day tim and you are nis at day tim
and nit tim. I lik wot you cok and
you make at spcshlo tims and you
make my bed bccus you arc nis
and you are spcshlo and you
make supr at supr tim.
Love Ricky Bess

Dear Mother
kwe you so much but I just
can't stop lowing you. i'll lovy
you forevert
Jasmine Bicknell
Why I love my mother My
mother is nice My- mother helps
me ',shah my home
Drew Smith
Dear Mother
She hugs me to school. She
tukes me in to bed. She hiss me

doss. She hiss me baby's.
Lisa Thurman
Why I love my mother. I love
my mother because you aid nic.
Kellie Thorn
Class of
%tallow Perry
Deer Mom,
You ard nice to me. Momy
you aid my special mother. I love
you Momy.
,Happy Mother's Day, Theresa
Dear Mommy,
I love you, you do a lot of
thaings for me. You can have the
money you oh me. I'm Owing it
Ii) you for Mother's day.
1.ove, Sam

•

Dear Mom, I lose on biA:au•k:
Still (ili:ks me in the ked
likeAllen Ott iris Ili Me to hip
in prdcn I 1,11,1, Moths- r's
)ay.
Lose, Stephanie IttilLS
• See Page 8
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Letters from Robertson Elementary
FROM PAGE 7
Dear Morn,
I love you because you are
nice to me.You by me lots of suif
like the sleeping bag and the
toile van. Thank you for cooking every night.
I love you mom. Aaron
Dear Morn,
Thank you morn from playing
a gam wall me. Can we go rida
bik.
Wendy
Dear Mom,
I love you and you are spashl
to me. And she cuks foar me and
she bys me stuf a fut ball. She
will let me go to the theater. She
—
lets me go plases.
Live, Micah
Dear Mom,
you are specal because you

treat me no other way then
anyone else.
I love you, Becky
Thank you mom for buying
me toys at wal-mart when I am
good and you are a nice mom.
Mom you are special. My morn
spends time with me. Happy
Mother's Day.
Love, Tripp
Class of
Tina Dunn
Why I love my mom I love my
mom becus she lets me buy stuff
by muself. my mom helps me ski
and my dad drives the boat. i love
my mom becus she lets me make
my own cakes. I help my mom
stratin up my hoUte. I love my
mom becus she takes me to my

C

friends house my friends name is
Casey. My mom lets me go to my
granmas house in the summer.S
Seth Darnell
Why I love my mom I love my
mom because she takes me
places. I like when she is nice to
me. She likes to go places too.
When she is sick I love her
moure. I love her.
By Jennifer Scott
I love my mom becuse she
loves me! and I love my mom
very much! and my mom is vry
speshui to me. When we go to
Wal Mart if thers surthing I rele
what she gets me. it. Happy
Mothers Day mommy!
By Brcanne Sykes
Why I love my mom Bekos I
love her. My mom talcs me to
Darey Qerie. My Mom is nise.
Darby DeJamette
4'

Hove my mom My mom
is nise and my cooks. My mom
will walk. She is my mom.
Dana Pace

places like Chuck-e-Ches.
Love Cody,Zirbel
Why I love my mom Becuas
she byes me paper views and
rides scery rides with me.
Amber Conn
Class of
Holly Bloodworth
Roses are red, violets are blue,
sugar is sweet and so are you. I
like your lipstick my hairdo to,
cause nothins fun without you.
You share Vivaldi's birthday
that's all very nice, your preetier
than a swan,so this comes down
to one thing I like you mom.
Elizabeth Bogal-Allbritten

things. Every day she duse put on
prity i shato too.
Stephanie
About my mom I love my
mom because she lets me go out
side some times and play with
my friends and one day she let
me get the earth worm and put
" some of her new den in the cup
with the earth worm in it my
morns name is Leslie and she
has beautiful cudey hair.
By Brittany Miles
My mom I love my mom be
cause she hel pa me whin I fol.
She has a pretty smil to. She tucs
me in my bed.
Clesi Broughton

I love my mom kus she is nis
and when she smiles I (eel good
She takes good cer of me and she
lets me hay fun with out getting
hrt.
Katie Steinfeldt

I love my mom because she
loves me too. She let's me go
outside and ride my bike. She
let's me play nintendo. My morn
is real nice.
Bill Burgess

Dear Mom,
I Love you a lot I Love you
because you let me wach T.V. I
Love you a lot moure then
inething you let me do things I
like to do.
Love, Derek Nance

Dear Mom,
I love my mom becaus she
helps me den my room.She gors
pretty cis. She helps me ckn the
leveing room.
Amanda Enoch

I Love my mom be kys she lets
me rid my bik My moms going
too hay a babe. Her is are preuy.
Ci

I love my morn because she is
like a dreem. She luvs me and
cerers. And tells me to eat my
spinch she cookeds for me.
!Crystal Thorn

.WItY

Why I love my mom I love my
mom because she is sweet. She
loves me. She takes me places.
By Patrick Sharp
Why I love my mom I love my
mom be cos she is my mom. Any
way she brot me in this world.
Reigh Harris
Why I love my mom She is
sweet to me 1 love her very
much!
Lauren Carson
Why I love my mom. She is
nis. My‘..momy lives in Texas. I
will see her in Texas. We go

Some mom she is nice because
she loves and takes care of me.
Every time she wheres Brown
her eyes sparkle...She is beautiful.
And I know she always will care.
Love Logan
I love my mom bekus she has
prity ise. Every day she does nice

%-r•V•

For That Spectat :Juni
30% Off All Pillows
25% Off All Pictures
25-30% Off Selected Group
10% Off All Picture Frames

Lamps

Until Mother's Day

Choose from our unique selection of decorative,
acce.ssoriu and floral arrangements.

_
bc winifred's
— Fru Gift WmPPinll

Bel-Air Shopping Center
759-2000
M•F II am -2 p.m. • Thur., Fri., Sat. Night. 6 p.m.-9 p.m.

flike
-311

Liz

I love my mom bcos she feeds
me and her hair is pretty. She
love sme bcos I love her.
By Justin McDowell
I lave my mom bekus she is
cool. She let's me ride my bik up
the stret. Sometimes shaAJets me
stay up late. She has pretty green
eyes.
Brad Warner
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New moms meditate on their babies

on
EDITOR'S NOTE — It is though she's bashful when the
always mother's day at a St.
tears start to flow.
Peter's Medical Center, where
. "I'm sorry," she says, "but my
the world greets more than 15
hormones are a mess."
newborns on an average day. • So much emotion, so many
physical changes in these first
The moms rest, recuperate —
and meditate on motherhood, days. Mrs. Davidson has done
and on these wondrous new
this before. She's the mother of
Justin, a rambunctious 4-yearlives.
old. But having a daughter is
NEW BRUNSWICK, NJ.M
different.
"Somehow it seems like boys
(AP) — It's dreary out, rain
falling sporadically along the
and men make do in this world.
commercial route to St. Peter's
Women have to struggle a little
Medical Center. Hospitals, too,
harder," says Mrs. Davidson,32.
are often dismal — uncomfort"But my mother wanted me to
able places full of sickness and
have a daughter so I would feel
death.
what she has felt: very, very
But up on the fourth floor,
close."
none of this is on the agenda.
Widowed young, Mrs. DavidMen, grinning nervously, trail
son's mother raised her children
alone. She was always there for
their loving wives with cups full
Ilene and her sisters, always
of ice. And everywhere, small
pink bundles of new life squirm,
made time for dinner together,
gurgle and occasionally, squall.
for sharing secrets and dreams.
More babies are delivered at
"She is so demonstrative, full
of caring love. If anybody ever
St. Peter's each year than most
said anything about one of her
anyplace in the United States.
The hospital is renowned among
daughters, she got her back right
medical professionals for its exup," Mrs. Davidson says. "I
pert newborn care. But the
absolutely believe in equal
nearly 6,000 women who check
rights,and I want my daughter to
out each year remember it mostly
feel the same way." •
as the place where it all starts.
Being there, Mrs. Davidson
Motherhood.
firmly believes, is half the battle.
Awesome. Fearsome. Full of
So her husband,a fire marshal, is
intrigue and boundless dreams.
working three jobs. And she has
A new child represents hope,and
given up work at a day care
all the potential of an enormous
center near their home in Dayton,
canvas that has not yet been
NJ.
splotched with a single color.
"There are so many women
During these first days, sevwho are not fortunate enough to
eral mothers took the opporbe able to stay at home. I say it in
tunity to sit back and contempmy child care business every
late the world that awaits their
day. It's so hard on parents. It
new babies.
rips them apart," Mrs. Davidson
They aren't "remarkable"
says.
moms. They don't plan on
making headlines; they aren't
single, or teen-aged, drug-addicted,,poor or particularly
troubled.
With their husbands, they are
simply trying to make their way
among life's roadblocks. Their
cone,erriS arc common: child
care; racism, violence, sexism.
They imagine a safe and open
world.
One in which their children
will feel welcome.
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"I'm thankful that I'm lucky. I
had a choice. Somehow, somewhere, somebody needs to provide for a choice. We've got to
find a way to provide financial
assistance to parents — moms or
dads — who want to stay home."

EVA GONDOR-FEHER, AND
PAUL
At 46, Eva Gondor-Feher's
face is more deeply lined than
those of the younger mothers on
the ward. But beyond her age,
she is remarkable for her tenacity.
"I tried very hard to get pregnant," she said. Her first hus-

re:

All Donuts
1409

Mother's Day is fast approaching. No ideas? No problem.
Here are a few suggestions to
help brighten Mom's day:
Rekindling
-Dinner out.
childhood memories with good
service, a good meal and a glass
of wine might be just the ticket to
making her day a special one.
-A poem. How lout a few
words in prose reliving a time or
place you shared or just telling
her how you feel?
-Jewelry. A gold necklace,
diamond eamigs or maybe a

"Halyard"
Available in white,
navy or pastel blue
and green.

M See Page 11

YOUR
CHOICE
$1999

"Spinnaker"
Available in navy, white or beige.

Receive a FREE
African Violet with any
purchase from Grasshoppers.
Perfect for Mom!

$3.25 A Dozen

— Open 7 Days A Week —
West Main • Murray • 759-1736

•
•

Then this immigrant from Latin America divorced, and was
remarried to a man who welcomed the idea of fatherhood.
Somehow, the impossible happened: They had a son, Peter,
followed last month by a new
playmate, baby Paul.
She likes boys, believes sons
are easier to raise. But one thing
nags at her: the state of the world
and the wars they might be called
on to fight.
"I heard from my parents

about the destruction and pain,
the loss. My father was exiled in
Siberia. I don't want my kids to
sec this kind of sadness in their
lifetime," Mrs. Gondo-Fcher
says.
Her elder son looks up, a little
forlornly, with his huge, long
lashed eyes. He knows her
feelings on the subject. "I don't
think Peter likes it that Mom
doesn't let him play with (toy)
guns," she says.
"But I won't let him play with
those kinds of toys. I'd rather
spend double on a Lego set.
That's something he can use to
build. Guns destroy. I want my
sons to build —contribute something — in this world."

Hints for
Mother's Day

Happy Mother's Day
To All Murray Mothers

ILENE DAVIDSON, AND
BRIANNA
"I hope Brianna will be an
aspiring woman in the world. I
know how difficult it can be,"
says Ilene Davidson, balancing
her 7-pound-10-ounce daughter
on her belly.
She is stretched out in Room
36, a freckle-faced blonde. Her
hair looks amazingly good and
she wears an open, engaging
smile She doesn't hold back,

band didn't want children; she
lied to him, and tried to get
pregnant anyway. But nothing
seemed to work.• Doctors eventually told her she could not bear
children.

SF719
4 ZsellsaTion
Chestnut Hills - Murray
753-6212
Ky Oaks Mall - Paducah
413-1331
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Time to make way for mom of the /90s
It's amazing that only 20 years
ago the woman who stayed home
and raised children was deemed a
non-working woman. It's even
more amazing that, while housework and child rearing are now
recognized as full time jobs,

women also have to earn a
paycheck and find time for themselves. What's a mother to do?
According to Wendy Banks,
"She starts demanding certain
essentials she never thought of
before. Today's mother has

needs that are radically different
from the mother of 20 years ago
and the world is changing fast to
meet those needs."
.
Nowhere is this more evident
than in the three billion dollar
cosmetics industry, which has

Special • Original • Beautiful

Gifts Just Like Her
For Mother's Day - May 8th
University Plaza
On Chestnut St.
Mon.-Fri. 9-6
Saturday 9-5'
Sunday 1-5

Merl iMplitiS
Jo, int;(
ociate

re

Closed Sunday
May 8th for
Mother's Day

[rz
llison

°top/aptly

long promoted the concept of the
ideal woman, and, guess what?
The big news is that there is no
longer such a thing as "the ideal
woman!"
The "new" American
woman

•New demands for self-expression: One of the biggest
changes in recent years is that
women don't want to be told how
they should look or feel.
They no longer strive to be
carbon copies of movie stars or
unrealistic goddesses. The truth
is that they want to look and feel
like the best possible version of
themselves.
"One might say that- beauty
and fashion arc becoming a relief, instead of a pressure," Ms.
Banks says. "For the first time,
women arc being assured that it's
okay to wear fragrance and feel
something other than what the
advertising dictates, such as feeling sexy or innocent.
"Fragrance and cpsmetics now
let yob &press and enjoy any
mood or feeling you might havc,.
rather than dictating what your
mood should be."
. "New demands for Mother's
Day: Not so long ago, mothers
longed for household appliances
as gifts. The woman who got a
new washing machine was
thrilled, despite the hidden message that she was viewed primarily as a housekeeper.
Today, the most appreciated
gift is the one that shows her that
you view her as an attractive,
vital woman who deserves to be
pampered with things that are
fun and for her own personal
enjoyment.
If you look around the stores,

this Mother's Day, you'll find that
things are changing. Instead of
gifts that are reminiscent of
grandmotherly classics, stores
are filled with colorful,comfortable gifts that could be used by
mother and daughter alike.
•New demands for high Orformance: Remember when women thought nothing of spending
a whole day in the beauty parlor
„getting their hair washed and set?
—lhose days are definitely gone!
Changing with the times
"The modern mom wants products and services that arc quick,
easy- and long-lasting," Ms.
Banks says. "She wants things
that she can wear at the,office, at
a party, at home or anywhere,
and feel totally comfortable in
them. What's more, she wants to
have all of this with maximum
convenience. .
"Manufacturers like us must
listen to her and respond. Years
ago, the beauty industry made •
the decisions and our mother
followed willingly. Today, women make the demands and it is
up to us to come up with the
solutions."
These demands have spawned
new advances in cosmetic technology. Women's fragrances are
now in shampoos, conditioners
and body grains.
Fragrance forms are made to
layer over one another so they
last all day long. Products work
perfectly in every possible #/ay
or women won't buy them.
Think about how much things
have changed...would Ward
Cleaver ever have given June a
red triangle filled with perfume
and two pair of brightly colored
socks?

rs

Flowers always
make good gifts

Mother's Day Special
VVhile The Family Is In Why
Not A Family Portrait?
Harry Allison • Lance Allison

607 South 4th • Murray • 753-8809

pJI

When Anna Reeves Jarvis
tonceived Mother's Day, she
proposed flowers as a token of
remembrance.
Her idea was to go out into the
West Virginia countryside and
pick some of the wild .blooms
that grew in such profusion in
May.
From her humble thought has
grown a Mother's Day traditionsending a floral arrangement to
mother on her day. Flowers can
come in the shape of a bouquet.
corsage or living plant that can
keep on giving all-through the
year.
A veal tradition has developed for Mother's Day. It's not
just the thought, but also the

convenience that fits nicely into
your'lifestyle. You don't even
have to go near the florist's if you
don't have the time. Just pick up
the phone and order what you
think would please mom. Your
order will be deliiered on request. regardless of distance.
Over the years, wild flowers
. have been vastly refined. Today,
all kindsofcultiVatedflowers are
available on request. The top
favorite is the rose—The American Rose. The rose is now the
national flowir,so sending mom
roses on Mother's Day is son of
patriotic. too.
II See Pap 16
•••••
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III Hints...
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FROM PAGE 9
silver broach will make her day
hard to forget. Personalize
it
with an inscription.
•Long stemmed roses. Freshcut roses arranged in'a floral box.
If your mom has a sweet tooth,
how about chocolate • roses .on
silk stems, or cookie roses?
•Gift baskets. They can include anything from imported
chocolates and candies to fresh
fruits, cheeses and preserves,
confections or even a stuffed
Teddy Bear.
•Floral arrangements. Create
a colorful arrangement of carna•tions, lilies or iris to set the day's
mood. For a mom with mor
e
tropical tastes, try a Hawaiian
arrangement using birds of paradise', orchids, antherlum and denodobrium.
-Balloons, balloons, balloons.
Why not send a bouquet of
balloons or string a group of
balloons above any gift to make
it more special. Use Myla
r
balloons with inscribed messages to tell mom how you feel.
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7-Pc. Cookware Set features aluminum disc bottoms.

Incl.
1-qt., 2-qt. covered saucepans, 4 1/2-qt.
covered Dutch oven
and a 9-in, open skillet.

CORNING WPM,

Cordless Telephone features
10 channels 9-number memory,,
one-way page. 3-day battery life,
rubber antenna Dove gray
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Just In Time For
Mother's Day

SALE _
Up
To 50%
Off

$1799
Cook Carry Cozy Set
includes 2-qt. sculptured
casserole dish with knobbed
glass cover, plastic cover and
floral pattern fabric cozy.

W 261 SS6 6

$6999
8-Pc. Royale Cookware Set

$399

InCludes 7- and 10 1/4-in, open
fry pans, plus 1-and 2-qt.
—
saucepans, and 5-qt. Dutch
oven with vented covers.
Nonstick interiors. Spruce.

4-Pc. Steak Knife Set has

never-needs-sharpening
serrated edges, molded black
handles with comfort grips.
Dishwasher safe. •
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Fine Ladies Apparel
An tips,
114 Southern nape (901) 479-2550
South Fulton, Tenn.
Hwy. 45 N.

Replica 1920 Wood Telephone
Features push button dialing, wall-mou
ntab
tone-pulse, switchable, ringer volume cont le,,,
rol,
writing, desk & storage shelf

$4999

Murray Home 8 Auto (
7
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Chestnut St.
Murray
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Mothers, children closing generation gap
It wasn't long ago that the
"gcnration gap" was the explanation for any problem a mother
and child confronted.
Today's new mothers arc Baby
Boomers. The result? The closing of the generation gap. This

group seems to have profoundly
better understanding of their
children. There is a greater
compatability • between today's
mothers and their families. Perhaps its because of a heightened
sense of responsibility that

cltir
P-1a- x_N
"THANKS MOM"
Tell her how much you appreciate her
with a -gift from

J.T. LEE,Jeweler
759-1141
Dixieland Center
Mon.-Fri. 10 a.m.-6 p.m.

ktSi

Sonlet12ing

comes from children of parents
who are both work i ng outside the
home.
The gap that once created
generational differences has
More
been disappearing.
mothers have a college education
and, as a result, have become
lawyers, doctors, accountants
and engineers before accepting
the responsibility of motherhood.
They're breadwinners as well
as homemakers. They're.pals as
well as parents. They're responsive as well as responsible.

Such is family life at the end of
the 20th century. We are pan of a
society which is better informed
and better educated. Experienced mothers have levelled the
peaks and valleys that difference
in age once created.
Today's nuclear family is better off, will contribute more to
society and enjoys the "good
life" in a way that was never even
envisioned by previous generations.
Children arc better understood, generally better cared for
and, as they reach adulthood,

better trained to undertake the
economic,political and parental.
burdens that ultimately fall on
the shoulders of every aduli
There's a good possibility that
you bridged the_ generation gap
--without really knowing it.
There's a likelihood that today's
grandmothers can identify better
with their grandchildren than
their own m6thcrs did with them.
We're on the way to solving
one of civilization's greatest obstacks — the lack of understanding.

Great gift ideas for Mom
Useful and Usual
-Peignoir
-Half Slip
'Robe
•Perfume
-Makeup kit
-Bath beads
-Earrings
'Watch
•Bracelet
-Scarf
-Exercise outfit
+en/Pencil set
•Wallet
-Calculator
)0)
-Portable cassette player
qslightgown

+antics
•Lounging Prs
•Eau de toilette
-Cologne
-Skin care regimen
-Bath talc
•Necklace
•Ring
-Scarf pin
-Handkerchiefs
'Walking shoes
•Date/Address Book
'Handbag
'Sewing box
•Pocket radio
Out of the ordinary
•Exercycle

•Fitness course
-Trip to California
-Designer lingerie
-.A week in Bermuda
•Auto-focus camera
-Day at a beauty salon
•Foreign language course
•Designer wardrobe
•Sewing machine
•Indoor gym
-Health club membership
•Tickets to a Broadway show
•Camcorder
•Colkge extension course
•Relaxer loung chair
IN See Page 16
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Letters from Southwest Elementary
FROM PAGE 4
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I love my mom because...
She is nice and she buys me
thige. I love my Mom because
she loves me and she cares about
me and I care about her too.
Jessica Patton
I love my mom because...
My mom is nice. My mom
loves me. My mom cooks for me
every night. She buys my toys.
She takes care of me and my
baby brother. She lets me spin
the night with pepole. When I
am sad mom cheers me up.
When I am sick she takes me to
the doctor. My mom is the best
mom in the hole world!
Courtney Paige Walker .

Aving
st obstand-

I love my mom because...
She is very nice. She loves me
very very much. She had a good
brother for me. and she married a
good dad.
Kayla Cooper
I love my mom because...
She is a port fo my famialy.
Happy Mother's day.
Kenna Walker
Class of
Cleaver
Kathy
41)

She is fun to play with. She gives
nie some candy.
Love, Leanne

I love my mom because...
Shegets me cangy. I love my
mom because she rcabs me
books.'
Love, Lee

I love my mom because...
She is nice to me. My mom
loves me. My mom likes me. I
love my mom. I like my mom.
Love, Carl

I love my Mom because...
She bise me toys. My mom
gets me kiss and hugs.
love, Matthew

I love my mom because...
She love me. And she tucks
me in too bed at night. And she
loves me. That is why I love her.
Love, Samuel

I love my mom because...
She hugs me and she helps me
plant tlawrs.
From, Jessica

I love my mom because...
My mom hugs me. I love my
mom. She gives candy to me. I
like mom. Mom loves me. You
can have candy. Love., Kayla

I love my mom because...
She helps me feed my dog.
Love, Rachel
I love my mom because...
She takes me to the zoo and
she takes me to the library. I love
my mom.
Love, Ashley J.

I love my mom because...
She is sweet I love My Mom
because she is nice. She loves
me. Happy Mothers Day.
Love, Tyler

I love my mom because...
My mom lovesme. She gives
me hugs.
Love, Evan

SS SS SO SS

I love my mom because...
-She loves me. And because on
Valentines day she Lets me get a

SO•
SO OS OS OSOS+
sir

Remember Mom,May8
Choose from our wide selection of gift ideas...
a
(There's one right just for your Mom.
Haffmark. Cards and Stationery•
Picture Frames & Photo Albums• tissett Stover Candies
• Music Boos atuf Other Fine Collectibles•
Candles• Recipe Boos + Windchirnes• Plaques + Mugs
• Department 56 Dickens Village +
and so muck morel

rz"

.
Rol,
• Chestnut gaffs
11

Os

••

Class of
Becky Robertson

Dear Mom,
I love you. How are you doing
today? Happy Mother,s day. I
like you. You are a 100 times
nice to me.
Jessica Ann Miller
Dear Mom,
Can you read me I book a
day? I love you. I like to do thing
with you.
Love, Calla
Dear Mom
I love you. Because you took
me shoping. xoxoxo Happy
muthrs day mom
Dcnisha Bridges

Dear Mom,
I love you very much. I like to • See Page 15

i loVE My MOM bECUS SHE
LOVES Me.
From, Summer

681
0
.
0
0
.1C
11
4
.
41.1
MO •• Si us OS Ill

L

I love my mom because...
She. hugs me. She Icives me
because she loves me.—
.
I love my mom because...
She hugs me. She loves me
because she loves me.
From, Talon

p
.

';.

thili
yott eahe

Ilion+ ell ouCh•

41•0•611111

-411
,

I love my mom because....
She is good and she taks care,
of me.
From, Bryan

Dear mom
I love you. Happy mother's
day. How arc you doing today? I
wudit trad you for 100S, with all
my love.
Ashley Edwards

I love my mom because...
My mom brings me to the zoo.
From, Amanda

I love my mom because...
I love my mom because...
She lovs me and she is my
She pooshes me in the swing.
Kyle Parker
mom. Her burthday is April 25.
Love, Robyn
I love my mom because...
I love my mom because...
She cookssuppe r. shereadsShe gives me some hugs. She
mebooks.
gave me a bike on my birthday.
love Nicholas

show

1.1oVe my-morn because...
Shes nice to me. And she is
sweet. SHE... cooks supper and
dose laundry and lets me stay up
and reads books to me and gives
candy to me. My mom is pretty.
AND SHE ALWAYS HAS
TIME FOR ME.
Love, Asley

I love-my mom because...
She louvs me. My mom is
nise. she bise my toys.
Love, Sheltie

I love my mom because...
She buys me toys. She takes
me to places. She reads to me. I
love my mom.
Love, Chelsea M.

do thing's with you. I like you
listening to my homework.
IA)ve. Kelly

Littlest pet shop.
Love, Holly
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Germaine Montiel
Aramis For Men
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Mom will appreciate
a gift from our
cosmetics department...
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More and more, babies come in bunches
WILMETTE, Ill. (AP) The phone is ringing, two ot
the. quadruplets are crying, a
third is slowly creeping off a
blue baby blanket on the floor
and the fourth is sleeping
peacefully in a bouncy chair.
Three-year-old Amy wants to
know why the witch on her
Wizard of Oz videotape is
melting.
Mother Holly Madden is
smiling and -calm: She
struggled for years to ktpere.
Madden is part of a grosving
group of women who-believed
they never 'would heir 'child-.
ren, but who'came homqgtram the hospital with several tiny
medical miracles.
Someday, she may sit with
her feet up and enjoy five boxes of Mother's Day candy. But
on this day, she's too busy
worrying about when the
fourth automatic baby swing
will arrive and who will help
with the afternoon feeding.
"It wasn't what we
expected, but you want them
so badly," Madden said as she
jiggled a pacifier into
4-month-old Christa's mouth.
-Advances in the treatment
of infertility have dramatically
increased the rate of multiple
births in the United States.
Since the early 1970s, the
rate of triplet births has
increased more than 2% times,
to 76 per 100,000 in 1991,
according to the National Center for Health Statistics. The
rate of quadruplet births
jumped from 1.3 per 100,000
to 4.9 per 100,000 in the same
period.
The surge is a result of the
way infertility is treated.

or more come home, parents
babies were born last May 25,
need a good source of support
two
early,
than
months
more
for their unique requirements,
and since have overcome early
said Ida Cardonc, who works
medical problems.
with Knight at Evanston
• Now, it's a simple. question
Hospital.
.
of 50 bottles, 36)diapers and
"The initial focus of our
day
each
baby
food
of
15 jars
group was ...
(support)
— and the gargantuan task of
Cardone, director
said
social,"
keeping track of four boys and
hospital's_ Perinatal
the
of
two girls intent on exploring
Family Support Center. "It
every corner of their home.
became Clear very quickly that
"
, They're starting to crawl,"
the intensity of the need of the
said Keith Daley, 30, who
parents overrode the social
cares for the babies during the
needs of these people."
a
day while Becki works as
The women provide support
nurse. "If you turn your back,
practical advice to one
ind
you don't know where they
another, as they did for one
went."
mom who said she was startEven the crying — if you
to feed her triplets solid
ing
hadn't guessed, six babies cry
setting out three bowls
foods,
a lot — has become routine.
spoons.
three
and
"After a while, you get kind
"Everyone in the group
Dilley,
said
it,"
to
of used
said, 'No, no, no. One bowl,
who managed a Burger King
spoon,' " said Knight.
one
born.
were
before the children
you have so much work
When
"You try to keep them happy,
why create more dirty
already,
but it doesn't bother you after
dishes?
a while."
Madden pulls out her electrThe Maddens' comfortable
mixer each morning to
ic
colosuburban
room
four-bed
baby formula from powchurn
nial became downright
water. Feeding is the
and
der
crowded after the quadruplets
won't do alone —
she
job
only
arrived. Upstairs, four cribs
grown-up hands
of
sets
two
and two changing tables are
are mandatory.
shoehorned into a small white
"I don't have anyone for
bedroom.
afternoon feeding," she
the
to
change
have
"We may
her husband as he leaves.
tells
this arrangement once they're
me — maybe you could
"Call
able to crawl out of their
home."
come
cribs," Madden said.
grownups also can
Feeding
What once was the dining
small pile of TupA
tough.
be
cenbaby
as
now
serves
room
is not cerMadden
perware
tral. Three automatic swings
the front
by
sits
—
tain
whose
stand end-to-end, and baby
meals
the
to
testament
door,
toys dot the floor. A large bag
receive several
Maddens
the
of disposable diapers, wipes
times a week from neighbors.
and a •rubber sheet sit ready
At the Dilleys' house,
atop the buffet.
Brenna, Julian, Quinn,
babies
When triplets, quadruplets
Claire, Ian and Adrian most
often look te Dad alone to
answer their needs. But occasional help surfaces, sometimes from unlikely sources.
"The people Becki works
with will come out," Dilley

Stronger fertility drugs can
stimulate more eggs — and
produce more than one baby.
Transplanting numerous
embryos during in-vitro fertilization and other procedures
can enhance the chances for
one viable pregnancy — or
two, or more, said Dr. Suhcil
of advanced
Muasher..director,
reproductive technology at the
Jones Institute for Reproductive - MEdicine in Norfolk, Va.
Triplets, quadruplets, even
sextuplets can be a mixed
blessing for infertility patients.
Once, they worried that they
never would be parents. Now,
they know their experience as
moms and dads will never be
quite the same as those who
have children the oldfashioned way, one at a time.
"The joys are multiple, but
the challenges also are multiple," said Susan Knight, a
clinical social worker who
runs a support group for
mothers of triplets and quadruplets. "Most of these people
are enthralled with having
multiples, but there can also
be ambivalent feelings."
Most infertility patients are
told they risk multiple births,
but learning many babies are
coming can make a parent-tobe's jaw drop.
Keith and Becki Dilley of
Indianapolis tried for about
seven years to have children.
When they switched from the
fertility drug Clomid to the
more powerful Perganol, the
result was sextuplets.
After the initial shock of
learning six babies were on the
way, Becki Dilley spent much
of her pregnancy in bed. The

Knight's Carpet & Floor Covering
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31,
(

We hive provided professional installation to Calloway County and
surrounding areas for over 25 years. Now we also offer you a large
selection of Brand Name Carpet and Floorcovering at competitive
prices.
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Free estimates. Check with us before you buy
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said. "The doctor who helped
get her pregnant came out and..
helped watch them one night."
`. The logistics of being inside
the house are only slightly less
difficult than the. logistics of
going outside.
"If we're going someplace
— like the pediatrician — one
will dress them, one runs to
the van," Dilley said. "One
carries kids back and forth.
Once we're in the van, it's
great. It's getting unpacked
and packed."
Perhaps the most poignant
conflict for parents of multiples is finding a quiet moment
to enjoy the babies they worked so hard to have.
Besides feeding, diapering
and bathing, there are always
the little extras — such as
trimming 40 fingernails and 40
toenails.
Somehow, these parents say
they manage, and manage to
know each child well.
"We have introverts,
extroverts, then you have some
that will crawl off and play all
by themselves," said Mrs. Daley, ticking off the wide array
of personalities that now
occupy her world.
Multiple moms say even
their kind of mothering is a
vast improvement over the
years spent taking fertility
drugs, waiting for ultrasounds,
blood tests and other invasive
procedures, never knowing if a
pregnancy would occur.
"Not only are you a little
hormonal through the whole
thing because of the drugs,
you're so obsessed with success — and you're lucky if
you're successful 20 percent
of the time," said Madden,
who tried for three years
before conceiving 3-year-old
Amy and underwent a fertilization procedure that lcd to the
birth of her quads.
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FROM PAGE 13
Dear Mom
I love my mom bec
tee,chs mc a lot of good ause she
art. I love
you. You are the bea
st mom.
Charlie Warren

3CC

one
S to

Dear Mom
I luve you be cause
you are
preL you are good.
luve, Brandon

'One
orth.
it's
cked

ring
ways
h as
d 40
say
e to

Der Mom
I like you. you are gu
d and do
you wrk toothy!
Trey

even
is a
the
tility
ads,
asive
g if a
liuie
hole
rugs,
sucky if
rcent
dden,
years
r-old
ertilio the

Happy Mothers Day.
I love
you. I like you workin
g at my
school. I like the letter
s you give
me at school. I love
your hugs
and kisses.
Love, Emily D'Angelo
Dear Mom,
Happy Mothers Day.
You
listen to me read and yo
u care
about me. My mom is nic
e to me.
My mom plays with
me and
takes time to teach me
things. I
like her tight hugs and
when she
tells me she loves me
.
Love, Steven Hart

I Love my mom bec
aus
nice! I Love my mo e she is
m because
she lets me have so
me of my
friends over. I Love
my mom
because she loves me.
I love my
mom because she Car
es for me.
Whitney Hendon

some
y all
. Dilarra y
now

Class of
Pat Cherry
Dear Mom,
I love you mom.
Happy
Mother's Day. I love
you because you care for me.
I love
you!
Amber Cannon
Dear Mom,
Happy Mother's Day. I
love
you because you care for
me.
You make me happy. Yo
u know
how to help me.
Love, Samantha Arnett
Happy Mothers Day.
My
mom likes me. My mom
plays
with me. I love her. She
doesn't
make me do things tha
t are too

Dear Mom,
Happy Mothers Day.
I love
you because you love me
. You
arc a good cook. You
care for
me. You help me be
a good
reader. You let me
help you
work. I love you.
Love, Carlin Courtney
Dear Mom,
Happy Mothers Day.
My
mom rides bikes with me
and she
loves me. She bought
me a new
watch. My mom listen
s to me
read and asks me que
stions.
Love, Laura Harris

Dear Mom,
I love you very much
. Thank
you for the hugs
and kisses.
Marci Crittendon
Dear Mom,
I love you. You are
a good
mom. You do good
things for
me. Thank you mo
m.
Love, Lauren

nant
ultiment
ork-

hard. She is pretty. Sh
e cooks.
Love, Brady Orr

Happy Mothers Day.
You
keep my clothes cle
an.
taught me how to ride my You
bike. I
love you.
Love, Josh Ferguson
Happy Mothers Day Mo
m. I
love you and I like you.
You help
me do my homework
. I am
geuing to be a good
reader
because you listen to me
read.
You are so beautiful.
Love, Kacie Hill

when you kiss me and
say you
love me. I love you tak
ing me to
school with baby Jake.
You care
about me.
Love, Madeline \Wye

Happy Mothers Day. Yo
u ride
bikes with me and you
come to
school when I need you
. You arc
a good mom.
Love, Allen Flood
Happy Mothers Day.
You
help me do my home
work and
you tell me you love me
. You
take good care of me.
Love, Shane Scarborou
gh
Dear Mom,
I love you. You tak
e me
places. You buy me
things.
Happy Mothers Day kis
s kiss.
Love, Casey Dougherty
Dear Mom,
You are pretty to me.
You
cook for me and put me
to bed. I
love you.
Love, Steven Douglass

Dear Mom,
I love you. You kis
s
hug me and take car me and
e of me.
Thanks for listening to
me read.
You are so pretty. Yo
u love me.
Love, Houston Nuu
Dear Mom,
I love you and you love
me.
You take time to hear me
read.
You show. me you care.
Love, Kristen Potts

TUESDAY. MAY 3,
1994
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Happy Mothers Day.
My
mom cares for me and
cooks.
She kisses me and she
is so
preuy. She gives mc hug
s. She
makes me happy becaus
e she
loves me.
Love, Lindsay Miller
Happy Mothers Day.
My
mom kisses me and coo
ks supper. She is pretty and car
es for
me. She gives mc hug
s and
listens to me read. She
does
laundry too.
Love, Katie Bogard
Happy Mothers Day. My
mom cares about me and tak
es
good care of me.
Love, Tisha Williams
Happy Mothers Day. I lov
e
you and you are pretty. My mo
m
rides bikes with me.
Love, Ryan Eaves

Dear Morn
I love you Mom you arc my
favorite Mom even when you
are
away.
Love, Whitney Redden
Dear Mom
I love you you arc spcsho
ol.
you cook wel and very goo
d. you
are nisc and I love you.
Micah
Dear Mom
I like you because you
nise. I like you mom. I lov are
e you
very much. You are the
best
mom in the ho) wide
wrld.
• Leandra Elkins
Dear mom
I love you Becouse you let
me
go to the store so me times wh
en I
aske nicely and because I
get to
11 See Page 16

or All Thai
6he 008

6ifts of Distinction from
tile Soutk‘vest

Happy Mothers Day. You
kiss
me and give me hugs. I lov
e you
mom you are the BEST!
Love, Amanda Schroader

Happy Mothers Day. I lik
mother. She hugs and kis e my
ses me.
She cares for me and
helps mc
when I need help. I
love you.
Love, Neil Maneck
Happy Mothers Day. I
love it
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-Letters from Southwest Elementary
FROM PAGE 15
buy what ever I want. I love you
MOM.

love, Brianna Fields
I love you.
Love, C.J.

mcs Prcsnts. You Arany special

You give me someting to eat

MOM.

mom. Mom I want you to have a
good mothers day morn.
Wesley

Love, Amanda
Dear Mom,
I Luve u Because u love me.
Love, Austin Carter
Dear morn,
I love you when I get home.

Dear Mom,
I love you. You Tak me to
walrnart. You Bi Me a Toy.
Love, Mau Chadwick
Dear MoM,
I love you MoM. Please take.
Me to Randy and Bronicas.
Love, Courtney Dunervant

Dear Morn,
I Luvu u Take me shopping.
you buy me clothes and toys.
Love, Bryan Craig

Dear mom
I love you. you by rte new
clothes and toys.
Love, Kelsey Duncan

• "V•

:
\dc.

Oh, Goodness...
It's Almost Mother's Day!
Dad-d-d, Call Corn-Austin®!

Dear MOm,
I luve you. Happy mother's
day.
Love, Clint Mayer
Class of
Tammy Bennett

•

I love my mom because she
loves me. and I love her. My
mom is nice to me. She buys me
clos. She koox me food and
washes my clos she tax me to
cherch and bestofol she love me
she is my favorite mom.
Kelsey Sykes
I have a grat mom. I love my
mom. I kiss my mom bcfor
school.
Rachel Bailey
• Dear Mom
I love you. You arc pretty and

you give me kisses.
Jeffrey Bufkin
Dear Mom,
I love you because you bake a
cake. Mom I love you becaus you
let me and Justin go outside.
Brandi Jacobs
Happy Mom day. I like you. I
love you. My morn is nice.
Justin Satterwhite
I love my mommy because she
makes me cookes. She is nice.
Heather Gee
I love my morn because she
loved me frst. She takes me to
cherch. An she coks me cookies.
Morgan Williams
I love whin my mom bise me
somthing at WallMart. My
momy let my gramma buy my
F_aser dress. I love her she is nice.
She is my only Mom. She is prit.
Ashly
I like my mom bckuz she
cooks me cookcs. I like my mom
bckuz she lets me go to my frinds
house. I like my moni bekuz she
lets me go fishing. I like my mom
bckuz she helps me rcdc. I like
my mom bckuz she icts me go
outsid. Nike my mom bckuz she
plays with me.
Bryan

•Flowers...
FROM PAGE 10
Whatever you decide, do it
early enough so you can be
assured of delivery by Sunday,
May 8th, the date of Mother's
Day in 1994. Even with mothers
getting an average of 21/2 gifts,

•

•

one of them can say it with
florals. Research tells us that
almost'90 percent of a panel
questioned said they send flowers as one of the gifts they lavish
on their mothers. It's easy—and
the thing to do!

•Ideas...

Maybe a pretty dress... They're all30% off!
Or, maybe a swimsuit... That's a fun idea!
And they're 25% off!

al

•Hey Dad... Let's go to Corn-Austin* Now—
They have the best of everything!

CORN AUSTIN

VISA MC- AMEX
Com Austie charge

Downtown • Murray

FREE

I FT ‘s.'RA ITING

_

FROM PAGE 12
•Week-end cruise
-Microwave oven
Out of this world
•Laptop computer
•Portable TV
• *Electronic pocket diary
•Flying lessons
—Concorde tickets to Paris

•Trip to China
•Cellular phone for her car
-Week in a health spa
•Desk-top copier
-36 inch color TV
-Pocket spell checker
•Picasso original
-Air balloon ride
•100 lottery tickets
•CD player

eooluncinh
GIGANTIC V*
On BIBLES (Free Engraving)
& Many Other Selected
Items Throughout The Store
Onrca Gifts Far Maras and Grads,
7/1.11-7233
Court Simms Murray

